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even that it makes a positive effort to be so. One job of the editor in the eyes
of the most extreme critic , therefore , must appear to be that of apologist for
a seemingly uninspired and self-centred magazine. Unfortunately, this position
can easily degene rate into something totally unconstructive and so a rigid
analysis is possibly of more use.
The aim of "The Sedberghian" is and always has been to give a totally
honest portrayal of the school. If , in some cases, the means to this end seems
dull and unimaginative , then the reader must draw his own conclusions. It is
to be hoped that, through examination of the content of the magazine ,
accu rat e and worthwhile comment can be made from which a clear picture
may emerge.
The sections dealin g with sport , music and drama have been well
su bscribed to , which serves to emphasize the major interests of boys outside
the classroom. However, the poetic and literary cont ributions, which were at
one tim e a charac te ristic feature of the magazine , fill an insignificant part. It
is a sobering thought that the once independent "Phoenix" should find itself
struggling to find a place within the parent magazine. Hopefully, this is only a
passing phase and the section will once again rise to its former glory. Politics
have never featured prominen tly among the pages of the magazine , which is
probably fortunate, as the opinions likely to find expression would not differ
subst antially from those that can be read in many other school magazines.
As long as the scho ol is changing it is important that the influences,
inte rnal and ex ternal, which are affecting those changes be understood. It is
only if thi s condit ion is fulfilled that the modifications can become a development for the good. It is to be hoped that the magazine acts as a sensitive
receptor inside the scho ol , while the information that will furnish one with an
accurate picture of the outside will have to come from other sources. The
respo nsibilit y is therefore laid on the reader to make of the magazine what he
will and, if he feels dissatisfied , to make his opinions known and act upon
th em .

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Here you are ; another edition of what occupants of dayroom and study
call 'The Barghian' . After the hair tearing, nail chewing. chasing up of dilatory
contributors and frenzied copy typing, those of us who have been engaged
upon the aforementioned pursuits hope that the magazine will be enjoye d by
at least some of those who read it.
'The Sedberghian' turns up each year, more or less on schedule , (rather
like meals in Houses , only these occur rather more frequently) to be read
avidly from cover to cover by some ; (thank you , all the O.S .s who wrote in
complimentary fashion about the last edition) to be dipped into by others, on
the chance of finding themselves in print in the Phoenix section , or their
names covered in glory in the Sport, Music or Drama sections; to be ignored
by what one hopes is a few. A number of current Sedberghians find the
magazine unimaginative and uninteresting - also like meals in Houses - and
are content to say what is wrong with it - "Why can't we have an exciting
cover?" , "There isn't enough pupil opinion" , "There ought to be jokes",
"Who wants to read a whole lot of boring rugger and cricket reports?" . Apart
from the fact that 'The Sedberghian' does not aim to emulate the lower than
average University Rag Magazine, I should like to point out that many of the
more vociferous critics, while content to 'knock' , are not so quick to put pen
to paper, in much the same way as the self-styled blue-blazered Egon Ronays
would probably be the last to venture into the House kitchens to try and
improve the food , which is, in any case, a good deal better than adequ ate.
Don't reach for you trash mag. just yet , I haven't finished. This last
question is addressed to the loudest critics of House food . How mu ch louder
would you shout if you wen t into the dining room at 1.20 p.m . on any week
day and found that the kitchen staff were on strike?
D.N.B.

EDITOR'S NOTE
SCHOOL NOTES
In last year's magazine it was stated that this edition would cover the
period Apr il 1973 - March 1974 and that, if th e September O.S. Day arrangement stands afte r this yea r, the gap between the end of th e magazine's year
and the publi cation date would be closed in the 1975 edition. Many readers
have expressed the opinion, however, that the interval between the sporting
activities of the Summer Term and the publication of a docum ented account
of these activities was to o great in th e 197 3 edit ion. Th e editors felt the same
way and deci ded tha t the re was nothing to be gained by holding over the
repo rting of last term 's events until this time next year , by which time many
will have fo rgotto n about th em in any case. This edition , therefore , covers
the period Apri1 1973 - July 1974 and th e editors are keeping their fingers
crossed in the hope tha t it is not decided to revert to the previous arrangement
of havin g O.S. Day in June .

EDITORIAL
In presenting this edition of the magazine we have adhered to the same
formula as in previous years. "The Sedberghian" is thus still primarily factual
in nature and remains more of a record than a reflection of intellectual taste
o r artistic talent among the boys. This format has been criticised by readers
in th e past and , doubtless, will be again this year , especially when one
considers the austerity of the Phoenix section. The articles may also give the
impression that the school is totally unaware of social and political problems,
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The school continues to build and the process o f mod ern ization seems to
be overtaking all the Boarding Houses in turn . Details may be foun d in the
House Notes. The enlarged Art School and the Design Centre are now
operational and greatly appreciated by the boys who use them . We 1001<
forward to the day when th e theatre in this complex ma y also be complete d.
When Mr. N. J. Mawby retired from the second mastership at the end of
the Michaelmas term , the post of Deputy Headmaster was created , to be
filled by Mr. K. C. Bishop , and that of Senior Assistant Master, to be filled
by Mr. C. J . Weir.
The Reverend Canon A. T. I. Boggis retired as School Chapl ain at the end
of the Lent term . We are glad to say , however, that he is still very much a
member of the community.

Mr. E. P. E. Long reti red altogether from the staff at the end of the
Summer term 1973 . Since then he has been ordained Deacon and has returned
to the parish of Sedbergh as Curat e. We are delighted that he is still in our
midst.
At th e en d of the Lent term Mr. N. J. Mawby retired from the staff. He
was also mad e a govern or of the school.
Mr. D. Seed , retired, at the end of the Lent term and , at the same time ,
Mr. A. B. Champniss left us to take up the post of Director of Music at Mill
Hill Sch ool. Ou r best wishes go with him in his new appointment.
At the en d of the Summer term Mr. O. M. Forster retired after 38 years
on the st aff. Tribu tes to the above may be found on the pages that follow .
At the beginnin g of the Summ er term 1973 we welcomed Mr. E. A. D.
Campbell, B.A.(Soton ) to the staff. He came to us, after serving as an officer
with the Queen's Own Highlanders, to replace Mr. Barter on the English
teaching staff.
The Reverend A. L. Martin , M.A. (Cantab.) came to us from Felsted at
the beginning of th e Summer term , to be School Chaplain and to teach
Chemis t ry. At the same time we were joined by Mr. D. H. Cox , F.T.C .L. ,
A.R .C.O., L.R .A.M., A.R.C.M., A.G. S.M. formerly Director of Music at
Frarn1ingto n College, who takes over from Mr. Champniss, and by Mr. D.
Jon es, who came to us from the army for a term as Bandmaster.
We also welcomed Mrs. N. Blake, S.R.N., who came at the beginning of
the Michaelmas term to be matron at the sanatorium , in place of Mrs. Winn.
Civics lectures have been given during the last four terms by :
Th e Rev. Mar tin Haigh, O.S.B. " The Turin Shroud".
Stanley J eeves, Esq., Council for the Pro tection of Rural England.
" Order or Chaos? - an Implicit Question about the Environment".
Dr. D. W. Dewhir st : "Ufe in the Universe".
Mr. R. M. Ffi nch: " The Prison System".
Dr. Hilton Abrams : " Democracy or the Treaty of Rome" .
Mr. Pet er White: "The Case for Joining the Common Market" .
William Mann Esq. : " Musical Journalism".
Dr. A. Unsworth, Rheumatism Research Unit of Leeds University : " BioEngineering".
Dr. Carter, Vice-Chancellor of Lancaster Univeristy:" o rthern Ireland".
The Rev. David Naylor , Head of Religio us Studies, St. Martin's Colle ge,
Lancaster: " Buddhism in Ceylon".
Sir Hilary Sco tt : "Aspects of the Law".
Sir Cecil Parro tt ; "Eastern European Politics".
We co ngratulate the following on winning Open Awards :
B. Appleyard: Open Exhibition in Mathematics at Corpus Chri sti College,
Cambridge.
R. A. Wilson : Open Exhibition in General Studies at Queen's Colle ge,
Cambridge;

and the following on gaining places at Oxford and Cambridge :
S. D. Berry , P. G. W. Patrick, B. K. Smith.

E.P.E.L.
We were very sorry to say good-bye to Bill Long, who retired from the
staff in July , 1973. He was ordained deacon in December and is serving as
Curate at Sedburgh ; so, fortunately, we shall not lose sight of him altogether.
Bill came to Sedburgh in September 1944, having spent four years as an
internee in the hands of the Germans during the war after the rapid overrunning of France and the capture of Paris. He was able, however, to complete
his studies there and to take his doctorate at the Sorbonne.
Throughout all his time at Sedburgh his influence on the school was
considerable. A man of great charm and gentleness of character, he made a
lasting impression upon all who knew him because of the strength of his
religious faith and Christian conviction which so clearly is the guiding
principle of his life. It was this that enabled him to endure without bitterness
or resentment his harsh experiences during the war, the tragic loss of an only
son in childhood and the comparatively early death of his wife. It was this,
too , which made us all realise that when in his company we were in touch h
with a man of transparent integrity and uprightness. His chief contribution to
the academic life of the school was, naturally, in modern languages; but for a
time at the end of the war he took on scholarship teaching in English as joint
form-master of Clio. Outside the classroom, he took a great interest in the
welfare of the Bradford Club and was its treasurer for many years during the
period when the new premises at Odsall were opened by the late Princess
Royal. He was also librarian at the time when the redesigning and refurnishing
of the library and the acquisition of the late Lord Bracken's books opened a
new phase there and made the library of much greater significance in the
cultural life of the school than hitherto. This was a bigjob , which Bill took
in his stride and smoothly carried through.
In 1947 he accepted a lectureship in French at King's College, Newcastle
upon Tyne - now Newcastle University - but, fortunately for us, his
attachment to Sedbergh was too strong and in the following year he returned
to the staff.
We are delighted that he remains in Sedbergh and have no doubt that,
though now engaged in other tasks, he will continue to take a close interest in
School affairs. We wish him every happiness in his pastoral work.

We should also like to congratulate the following O.S.s on their 'Firsts':
1973 N. T. Wright , in Theology at Oxford.
J. M Collins , in the Natural Sciences Tripos , Part II at
Cambridge.
1974 R. C. Bromage , in Mathematics, Part la at Cambridge.
E. T. R. Dean , in Engineering, P.art II at Cambridge.
A. K. Easton, in Engineering, Part I at Cambridge.
R. G. B. McCombe , in Law, Part 11 at Cambridge.
W. J . Rogers, in Honours Mods. , Physi cs, Chemistry and
Mathematics at Oxford.
J. R. Dalby , in Modern History at St. Andrews.
The end of the Michaelmas term 1973 saw the end of the ' Blues'.
Th e sho rts were introduced by J. H. Bruce Lockhart in 1938 ; they were worn
by all boys in the schoo l until a few years ago, when boys in the Upper Sixth
were given the option of wearing long grey trousers. At the same time , a
further modifi cati on to the uniform has been made in th e introduc tion of a
new ty pe of blue shir t, light er in colour than the old one .
We co ngrat ulat e the follow ing:
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. D. Campbell o n the birth of a son, Edward James
MacKenzie.
Mr. an d Mrs. C. J . Weir on the birth of their second daughter , Rebecca
Mary.
Mr. and Mrs. K. A. Starling on the birth of their second so n, Jonathan
Edward.
.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J . Benn ett on the birth of their fourth son , Michael
Stuart.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. S. Winn on the birth of a son , Christopher Dean .
Do n' t miss the next edition; there are several more to come !
Finally , we record , with regret, that the Headmaster is to retire next
summer after 2 I years in that office.

Countless other jobs too came his way and in 1958 he succeeded Mr.
Forster as housemaster of Winder House , a post which he held until 1967.
He then became Second Master and for a term in 1971 was Acting Headmaster, whilst Mr. ThornIey was frequently away in connec tion with the
Appeal . After this the duties of Second Master were considerably ex tended
and his wise guidance , firmness , tolerance, clarity of vision and sympathetic
handling of problems concerning both boys and staff were a major
contribution to the smooth running and happiness of the school.
This would scarcely have been possible but for the happy home life and
support provided by Mary WardIe whom he married in 1964 and who, herself
the sister of an O.S., shares his interests in everything co nnec ted with the
School and whose hospitality both staff and boys have so often enjoye d.
The measure of the affection and respect which James Mawby won , no t
only within the School but also outside, has been the universal pleasure which
his appointment as a Governor has given. We are happ y to kn ow th at he is still
part of the School and that he will continue to help to guide its destinies.

He was born in Leicester and educated at Wyggeston Grammar School and
Lincoln College, Oxford, where he obtained an Honours Degree in Natural
Sciences and after a further year's research in organic chemistry was awarded
the degree of B.Sc. After teaching for three years at Ellesmere College he came
to Sedbergh in May 1934 and topk over the VIth Form Chemistry. He found
onIy one candidate for Science in Higher Certificate (the equivalent then of
A Level) and this one failed in Chemistry! However , in each of the next three
years an Oxbridge award in Natural Sciences was won, and since then the
Science department has gone steadily forward and countless Sedberghians
owe their university awards or high grades in A Level to his thorough and
inspiring teaching and to his sound organisation of the Chemistry department.
In other respects too he fitted himself quickly into the Sedbergh way of
life, playing a rugged game as a prop forward on the Sedbergh Assassins XV
and showing his prowess as a fell-walker by doing the Three Peaks on foot
from Sedbergh in the day, a distance of about forty-two miles. He was also
house-tutor at Winder House until his marriage in 1936 to May Huse , who was
tragically drowned in a canoeing accident after twenty-seven years of happy
married life , a disaster which he met with great courage and dignity. The
academic success of their three sons , all of whom were in Sedgwick House ,
must have given him great pleasure .

K.C.B.

a.M.F.
O.M.F . joined the Sedb ergh staff in Septemb er 1936 and as an O.S.
already well acquainted with the spirit o f the schoo l immediately threw himself whole-heartedly int o all its act ivities. He was an ene rgetic Ho use Tuto r of
School House , a regular memb er of the Assassins scrum and an Officer in the
C.C.F. , or O.T .C. as it then was, and before lon g took over respo nsibility for
Boxing, which still flou rished in thos e days. In 1939 he relinquished his house
tutorship on gett ing married and in 1940 left to deal with Hitler.
On his return at the end of 1945 he assumed respons ibility for the time table , a task which he performed with great efficiency till 1972 , and handled
the difficult change-over to the present " block" system in the VIth forms in a
way which ensured the minimum of teething troub les.
From 1946-1958 he was Hous emaster of Winder Hou se and guided it
through one of its happiest spells, being especially successf ul in the production
of Universit y Scholars and ten mile winn ers. Since leaving Winder he has acted
as Treasure r to the O.S. Trust Fund .
Yet in spit e of the num erous duties he has undertaken he has never
allowed anything to int erfere with the ent husiasm and meticulous care which
he has always devot ed to his teachin g and to wh ich many of the less gifted
members of 5b down the years have mainly owed their successes at ' 0' levels.
But no mere list of th e jo bs he has don e gives any idea of what Sedbergh
owes to him. His enthusiasm and devot ion to th e schoo l over a period of 38
years have mad e an inestimable contributio n to its well-being.

I.C.

N.J.M.
At the end of the Lent Term, much to the regret of all, James Mawby
retired after forty years of unbroken service on the staff. It was hard to
believe that a person so vigorous both in body and mind had in fact joined the
ranks of the Old Age Pensioners! His quick intelligence, wisdom , sense of
humour and warm personality made him a schoolmaster of the first order, for
whom and with whom it was a pleasure to work.
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During the war the post of science-teacher was a reserved occupation and
so James Mawby threw himself even more into the life of the School, serving
again for a year as house-tutor at Winder House and then for the remainder of
the war at Powell House. He helped to run the Air Training Corps and held a
commission in this and in the Home Guard.
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Finally, no tribute to Bill would be complete without mention of Helen.
Her lively interest in all the school's affai rs and particularly in the
achievements of all Winderians have been a co nstant supp or t to Bill and her
friendly welcome and superb cooking have helped to make visits to Tower
Cottage events which have brought untold pleasure to both boys and staff.
Their many friends will be glad to know that they are going to stay in
Sedbergh. We wish them many more happy years there.

take up the study of what for him is The King of Instruments. He gave
frequ ent recitals in Powell Hall, many of which were memorable for their
brilliance and wealth of musical effects. As a performer he found that the
organ works of Messiaen had a compelling fascination. Many a time he has
toured not only in this country but also in Europe to play on some of the
most noted instruments. As a result of this travelling , combined with his
reading , his knowledge of organs is encyclopedic.
Apart from his musical interests he has been a devotee of the Public
Scho ol way of life, its personalities and traditions. It has often been a delight
for him to read some biography of a distinguished school personality and then
air his findings .
Another interest in his reading was architecture. He could speak
kn owledgeably of not only the history of Rugby School but of the
architec tural work there of William Butterfield .
The Music School at Guldrey Lodge has been a place of retreat where
innumerable conversations have provided a humanizing release. Many are the
times when laughter has eruptively punctuated some entertaining exchanges..
It is not only for his organisational competence, musical talent and love
of school life, but also for his friendly and humanizing influence that we are
grateful to him.

C.P.M.

A.B.C.
Alfred Champniss left at the end of the Lent Term 1974 to take up an
appointment as Director of Music at Mill Hill School, London.
He was educated at Harrow School to which he was an entrance scholar.
Later at Oriel College, Oxford he was organ scholar and read for the Honours
School of Jurisprudence. At the Royal College of Music he studied the organ
with Ralph Downes, composition with Herbert Howells , conducting with
Richard Austin and piano with Robert Collet. The playing and st udy of the
organ was to become a dominating musical interest.
After a temporary teaching appointment at Harrow School he was
appointed to the music staff of Rugby , where he remained from 1957 to
1965. The outstanding headmastership at that time of Walter Hamilton was
to provide a model shaped which his ideals of school government and leadership. His cordial relationship with the school chaplain, Leonard Morison,
created a most enthusiastic partnership. We often heard from Mr. Champ niss
golden opinions of this distinguished school.
In 1962 he became suborganist of Coventry Cathedral. He playe d for the
opening Sunday service at the cathedral.
In his teaching at Sedbergh he encouraged preparation for 0 and A Level
music. One of his pupils is now a college organist at Oxford, reading music.
Some boys have been grateful to him for their initiation into new experiences
through his musical appreciation classes.
Under his direction the Musical Society choir and school orchestra have
created some exciting occasions. A feature of some of these concerts has been
the keyboard concerto performances of some talented boys, carefully trained
and tutored by Mr. Champniss. The practices of the Stri ng Orchestra, which
he has conducted on Monday evenings, have greatly helped iboth the readi ng
ability and ensemble playing of the school string players.
Through concerts we have had a varied range of composers and instrumentalists to enjoy. Many distinguished performers have been introduced to
the school through the continuing Subscription Concerts, requiring muc h
careful planning and attention to the needs of the performers. He initiated the
title 'Informal Concerts'; these have given opportunities for boys to gain
confidence in performing before an audience.
His personal enthusiasm for organ playing has influenced some ot hers to

T.A.H.
D.S.
Donald Seed came to Sedbergh in 1958 after a distinguished career in the
army . He was the first full-time Woodwind and Brass teacher at the school.
Within a year he had formed a full Military Band for the C.C.F. where
previously it had consisted only of drums and bugles.
Pupils increased in number rapidly and the band improved year by year
under his lead ership , supported with great enthusiasm by the then C.C.F.
Commander, Mr. I. F. MacDougall. The high standard of ceremonial reflected
great credit on the school.
We were very fortunate to have had the services of not only an expert
per form er of Woodwind and Brass, but also a string player of some note. In
his first te rm his knowledge of string playing proved a great asset , as, when
the string teacher Mr. Kenneth Anderson, was ill, he led the orchestra for a
performance of the Messiah. He was also a member of a first class Music Staff
stri ng quartet.
Donald was particularl y skilled at arranging music for the Houses and
ensemb les. His inspired conducting and presentation of pieces for the termly
concerts were received with great interest and enthusiasm by pupils and
paren ts alike.
Our every good wish for the future goes with him and Irene . We look
forward to seeing th em from time to time at th e school.
G.M.
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Evans Hou se

HOUSE NOTES

School House
Various structural imp rovements were completed and sta rted in the
course of the last twelve months. The new changing room is now fully
functional , its facilities including a shower-room and separate bathroom. There
There is also a corps uniform store , a boot-locker room and ample hanging
space for games clothes. The concentratio n of all bathing on the groun d floor
has enabled one former ba throom to be converted int o a washbasin area and
another into a dayroom for seven. A number of other schemes are projected
which , when completed, will provid e a greater degree of space and comfort
for members of the House.
On the sporting front our tangible achievement in te rms of trophies has
been limited to winning the Lord Roberts Shooting Cup with a score that
put us eleven points clear of the second House . Members of the House filled
the first three places in the individual competition for the O.S.R. C. Cup , the
winner being R. E. Davies. Last summer we were na rrowly beaten in the final
of Panters by Evans. This year we again reached the fmal and were optimistic
about our chances of winning ; however the batting collaps ed on th e first day
and after a few initial successes our opponents , Hart , were able to forge ahea d
and win comfortably by five wicke ts. Possession of cups does not tell the
whole story; the House Rugger team acqu itted themselves with great
distinction against the eventual com fortable winners of the competition;
Evans only just managed in the last few minutes to avoid being the victims
of a major upset of the form book. An exce llent effort was ma de in the
Swimming Sports and we were clearly in conte ntion un til the water shortage
prematurely closed the swimmin g bath. We provided four tee n starters in The
Ten , and gained a second and two thirds in the annual mu sic competitio ns,
the Unison group's rendering of 'Kalinka' and 'Hosanna' from Jesus Christ
Superstar finding favour with the audien ce if not with the adj udicator. We
have provided members of th e team s of most sports at most levels in the
school and at House competition level can be expec ted to give our opponents
a hard tussle.
At the end of the summer term we said goodb ye to Mr. Th omas, who has
been House Tutor for seven years . During his time in the House he has
contributed vigorously to a wide range of activities. He has produ ced three
House plays , all of which involved the majority of the House, reached high
standards of excellence, and won acclaim from appreciati ve audiences. We
extend to him our very best wishes in his married life and express our
gratitude for all his unstinting help over the years.
In his place we welcome Mr. Horsfall , a form er memb er of the House.

This year the House rolled up its sleeves and achieved the sporting
·successes which have proved to be so elusive in recent years. Scorning our
customary second place, we won nine major competitions, including the
House Team cricket and rugby cups and the athletics trophy . For the first
time a member of the House won the Ten Mile (D. C. B. Scott). Our successes
have not been confmed to sporting activities; we also won the unison singing
cup, a somewhat unexpected honour. The House spirit has been one of
extreme enthusiasm and we have learnt to our advantage that a happy and
united House must inevitably be a successful one.
Hart House

The most significant event within the House this year has been the
structural alterations. With the rapid progression of building, a new changing
room complex and more study/dayroom space will shortly become available
for use.
Over the year we have won the Junior Juniors Rugby competition ,
Panters, the House Quartet Singing shield and have been successful in other
spheres, if not actually securing the ultimate objective.

7

Two Hartonians gained Ox bridge entrances. B. Appleyard won an Open
Exhibition in Mathematics to Corpus Christi College, Cambridge , and S. D.
Berry gained a place at Emmanuel College, Cambridge .
Mr. N. J. Horsfall moves to become School House Tutor and is replace d
by Mr. G. J. Hedges .

Summer term the alterations to the west end of the House had been almost
complete d an d we were the proud possessors of an enlarged dining room and
imp roved sto rage faciliti es.
Now it was th e turn of the east end of the House and, by means of
st ructural wizardry , a new and higher roof app eared above the existing one .
This allowed wor k to go on ab ove, without too much dislocation of changing
rooms and dormitories below. Two new dormitories will be in use in the
Win ter term and we hope that it won 't be too long before th e remaining
dormito ries are com pleted and new stud ies, common-room , games room and
. library are added to the existing facilities of the House.
Admist all this upheaval , life has somehow conti nued, and we are
particularly grate ful to the " Powell House Builders" who have gone out of
their way to ensure th at the whole operation has gone ahead with the
minim um of dislocation to us.

L pton House
At the end of the Summer term.we saw the dep art ure of Mr. Phillips
after four terms as House Tutor. We would like to thank him for all his help
and we welcome his successor, Mr. H. More.who is to take up the post,
joining the school in September from Lancaster Royal Grammar School.
Miss J . Morgan retired as matron in January and Mrs. E. M. Clark took
her place.
The House produced a Luptonian magazine at the end of the Summ er
term , proceeds from the sale of which are to go to the Guide Dogs for the
Blind Association.

Sedgwick House
Sp irit in th e House during the last year has been very high, resulting in
great enthusiasm in all co m pe tit io ns, an d achievem ent in a wide range of
ac tivities . We reached th e fmals in many of the com petit ions and won cups
in Fives, Shooting, Running and Cricket. The obvious zest with which those in
in the m iddle part of the Hous e enter int o everything makes us look forward
to next ye ar. Our congratulations go to R. A. Wilson on gaining an exhibition
to Cambridge. The end of the Summer term saw the departure of Mr. Hedges
to Hart Hou se; we th ank him for th e hel p and encouragement wh ich he has
given the Hou se in the past four years as Assistant House Tutor.

PoweD House

Winder House
Th e Hou se's only major achieveme nt this year was to win the
Instrumental Cup for th e first time ever. Much sweat produced little success
on the sports field .
In January we presen ted R. C. Sher riff' s " Jou rne y's End " under Mrs.
Weir's excellen t direct ion and it was enjoyed by all those involved . The House
was brought down (literally) on th e first night.
Th e long-awaited new chan ging roo ms were com pleted by the beginning
of the Autum n te rm and all have benefited from the new facilities. Other
structu ral alterati on s that were sche dule d, however , have, not unsurprisingly ,
been postpo ne d.
A large Winder House con tingent di d well in th e Ten Mile, including seven
runners in the first twenty.
Our congratulations go to B. K. Smith and P. G. W. Patr ick on bein g
awarded places at Oxford and Cambri dge respectively.

This has been a year of change, ch aos and contrivance. At the begin ning
of September the builders moved in and began partly to demolish the pantry
and store-room area prior to building new domestic quarters above . The west
end of the dining room was the next area attacked. By the beginning of the
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Winners of inter-House competitions -

1973
Senior cricke t
Panters
Athletics
The Leather Cup
The Mile Trophy
Lord Roberts Cup
O.S.R.C. Cup
The Gossage Cup
Swimming
Tennis (The Alban Cup)

Evans
Evans
Evans
Powell (c . J . Hargrea ves)
Evans (R. N. Green woo d)
Evans
Hart (1. H. Coates)
Powell (M. St.J . Whitfield)
Evans
Wind er

Senior Rugby
Junior Fives

Evans
Evans

SOCIETIES
DEBATING SOCIETY

Despite some setbacks we have had some enjoyable and interesting
debates during the last year. Although Upper School attendance at debates
has been on the low side , the society continues to fulfil its important
functions of stimulating discussion on the matters which it considers and of
endeavouring to entertain people at weekends. It is to be hoped that neither
apathy nor dearth of speaking talent will interfere with the quality of debates
in the future.
We should like to express our gratitude to all those members and boys
who have in any way helped the Society, whether it be by allowing us to use
the library or by taking an active part in the debates and their organisation.
The results of the debates were as follows :
"This house believes that commercial advertising is an evil and should be
ban ned". 6 For; 28 Against ; 4 Abstentions.
"This House believes that the continued immigration of coloured people
is to be regretted". 21 For; 13 Against; 4 Abstentions.
"This House regrets the Americanization of the British way of life" .
34 For; 13 Against; 4 Abstentions.
"This House believes that the evidence for the existence of ghosts is too
unconvincing to be taken seriously". 10 For; 26 Against ; 6 Abstentions.

1974
Junior Rugb y
Junior-junior Ru gby
Senior Fives
Na nyuki Tankard
Recruits' Cup
Middle Cross-country
Ju nior Cros s-country
Wat er Polo
Ins trumental Competition
Quartet s
Unison

Evans
Hart
Sedgwick
Sedgwick
Sedgwick
Sedgwick
Win der
Evans
Wind er
Hart
Evans

Senior Cricket
Panters
Athletics
Th e Lea ther Cup
Th e Mile Trophy
Lord Rober ts Cup
O.S.R.C. Cup
The Gossage Cup
Swimming

Sedgwick
Hart
Sedgwick
Evans (N. J. R. Houston)
Evans (D. C. B. Scott )
School House
School Ho use (R. E. Davies)
School House (R. E. Davies)
No t contested (Swimming bath
closed owing to water shortage)
Har t

Tennis (The Alb an Cup)

Sec: A. T. Logie

HISTORY SOCIETY

Sec: A. J. Lindop

Under the guidance of Mr. C. J. Weir, the History Society was started at
the beginning of the Summer term . There were two meetings in the course of
the term and guest speakers were invited for both. It is hoped in the future to
strike a balance between guests and boys and to create an atmosphere for free
historical discussion. Mr. Roger Fulford gave a fascinating talk on "Victorians"
which provoked over an hour's questions on a wide variety of topics .
Commander R. S. Young spoke on the development of the Navy in the first
part of this century and gave insight into a period that was comparatively
unknown to us.
The society , membership of which is restricted to th e Upper VIth and is
by invitation , had an informative and much enjoyed first term .
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INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY

SEDGWICK SOCIETY

Sec: G. S. Sheppard

The society and its sections attempt to cater for any outdoor interests
a boy might have. Obviously the depth of interest varies considerably, which
results in the sections being supported mainly by 'old hands '. It is very
pleasing, therefore , to be able to say that, with the increased number of boys
inter ested, the sections stand more securely then they did in the past. This
has resulted in the Photographic section deciding to become independent,
financially and otherwise.
With the financial support of the bursary more films, lectures and
expeditions can be organized to encourage the prospective members and even
the mor e indifferen t characters in the school. Unfortunately , there are a lot of
pre-formed opinions of the society in the school which tend to discourage
juniors before they attempt to join ; a case of a senior boy actually advising
some juniors not to take part in a society function has been recorded.
Fortunately, this is an extreme case and much valuable work can still be
und ertaken by the various sections. One always hopes that this opposition
might eventually be dispelled and then the already flourishing society will
receive an add ed boost.

Work at Rash Mill has gone on very well this year thanks to donations
from various parents and a grant from the Yorkshire Dales National Park . We
have completed the main sluice gate, which we started last year and have
repaired the breach in the weir. At the beginning of June the owner came
down and repaired the south-east corner of the mill, (which we had previou sly
had scaffolded); so we can no longer point to the top of the mill and show
people the tree growing out of it. This wall was so unsafe that the vibrations
set up by the wheel would have knocked it down, so that it was imperative
for us to have it repaired before the wheel was back in operation. We are now
in the process of buying suitable wood for the wheel and at the moment we
have enough money to cover just about half the cost of it.
The society has been on a few visits this year, among them being a visit
to a turbine factory and a visit to a lime -works. We hope soon to be able to
see part of the now extant Lancaster and Kendal Canal .
An account of the work at Rash Mill appears on page 32 of this magazi ne.
PLA Y READING SOCIETY

Sec: R . J . Dickinson

Agriculture and Forestry Section

This society was formed in July 1974 for members of the Sixth Form, its
purpose being to read plays purely for the enjoyment of the members. Six
boys and Mr. E. A. D. Campbell , with Mrs. Thornley, Mrs. Weir and Mrs.
Bamford took part in the first reading, which was 'The Devil' s Disciple' by
G. B. Shaw. The plan for the next year is to read three Restoration plays in
the Michaelmas term , three plays by foreign playwrights in the Lent te rm and
three plays by modern British playwrights in the Summer term. It is ho ped
that girls from Casterton may come occasionally to join in the readings.

SCIENCE SOCIETY

Sec: B. C. Budge

Mr. P. Addyman of the York Archaeological Trust on recent Roman
discoveries in York.
Georgina Plowright of Bowes Museum on th e work of "Rescue ".
Mr. A. Inglis on "Blood and Gold at Mycenae ".
Mr. T . W. Pott er of Lancaster University on recent excavati ons in central
Italy.
The expeditions were to Bannisdale and Wet Sleddale , to see Stone Age
sites and a deer park with the assistance of Mr. Plint of Kendal , to Yor k, to
see recent Roman excavations. We were fortunate enough to be abl e to go
down the Roman sewer there , our thanks to Mr. Peter Add yman fo r making
this possible, and to Chester, to view the Roman city .
The excavation took place on Bluecaster hill , approx. six miles out of
Sedbergh on the road to Kirkby Stephen. Under Dr. Shotter of Lancaster
University we took a section through a supposed Roman Road. But , as often
happens in archaeology, nothing was definitely proved , except that th e road
was man made and went back into early history. A more detailed su rvey is
necessary to prove or dispr ove the existence of a Roman Road.
On the whole the year has been very successful , but the co ntin ued
existence of the section depends upon keen younger memb ers, whic h are in
rather short supply at present.
Geological Section

The Society has again enjoyed a successful year. All the meetings have
been well attended and there has been no shortage of applicant speakers.
Since the last edition of this magazine the following papers have been given:
S. M. Welford: "The Water Cycle".
P. G. W. Patrick and S. Perse : "Electronic Music" .
P. R. Hazlehurst and J. A. Laycock; "Analogue Computers".
H. S. Moffatt: "Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Organic chemistry".
R. J. Sutcliffe and R. J. Dickinson: "Explosives".
S. N. Tulip: "Railway braking systems".
P. G. Appleyard and A. R. Gregory: "Oil".
P. G. Mathews : "Video Recording".
As before , meetings have been held in masters' houses and the society is
extremely grateful to all concerned for the hospitality shown at each meeting.
The present format seems most acceptable and it is to be hoped that the
society will be able to continue in its present form.

Archaeological Section

Sec: C. M. FeU

Th e section has had another profitable year under the guiding hand of
Mr. C. J. Weir. This year we have had five lectures, three expeditions and have
und ertaken a small excavation under the kind guidance of Dr. D. Shotter of
Lancaster University.
The lectures have been varied in subject and well attended compared to
the previous year. They were:
Dr. D. Shotter of Lancaster University on the recent excavations at
Lancaster.
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Photographic Section
Sec : W. J . Pickstone .
The name is really a misnomer as, in its present form, the section does
not seek to fulfil the general req ui rements of a section, but merely to act as
the umbrella for those who have paid their subscription and are therefore

Sec: R. F. Dale

Th ere have been two outings each term; one to a farm and the other to a
for estry concern. On the whole they have been well supported, especially by
th~ junior part of the school. In the Autumn term we visited Lowther Estate
where we were given an interesting conducted tour of the sawmill and
nurseries. The farm outing was to a prosperous farm specializing in Charolais
breeding bulls.
In th e Spring term there was a visit to the local Bramhaw Farm (W. Scarr
Esq .), where some of the problems of dairy farming were pointed out to us.
Th e forestry outing was to the Weasdale Nurseries. In addition to these
outi ngs we were given a slide show on artificial insemination in cattle breeding
by the No rthe rn representative of the Milk Marketing Board.
During the Summer term we visited Braban House Farm, Burneside,
where we saw a friendly and attractive Jersey dairy herd: we also saw them
being milked . The for estry outing was to Grizedale Forest.

Sec: R. J . Sutcliffe

Th e winter mo nths were occupied by a monthly count of the wildfowl on
th e tarn s in th is area. This was where membership was at its highest, so a visit
to the Leight on Moss Reserve was arranged - proving to be of benefit to all
participan ts.
Bird ringing is co nfined to the rarer birds, including hawks, owls and other
species, now tha t th is is beo ming an art in itself. The Canada Geese are going
to be trapped this sum mer at Killington reservoir to study the ret raps, check
on any movements from other areas, and ring this year's young.

Sec : T . N. Trotter

The section started the year with an informative expedition to Hell Ghyll ,
led by Professor King of Nottingham Universit y , to see how th e river Ure had
lost its headwaters to the Eden. Later in th e term the re was an expedition to
Wild Boar Fell, the old lead mine s and spoil heaps providin g a co nsidera ble
amount of interest. There were also some interesting limeston e forma tions
and good speciinens of Fluorspar and Galena were found . Th e next ex pedition
was in the Summer term , the first being to Taythes Ghyll . Th e rock structure
is especially interesting because the Dent fault passes through th e ghyll. Some
interesting fossils were found , including Graptolites and Trilobites. Lat er in
the term there was an expedition to Carrock Fell where a goo d selecti on of
minerals, both common and rare, was found . Towards th e end of the term
there was an expedition to Gaping Ghyll , mainl y fo r the yo unger memb ers of
the section.
Ornithological Section

Sec: B. C. Budge

The section has continued to attract a sizeable num ber of bo ys interested
in assisting with the task of maintaining th e record s of the occurr en ce and
frequency of birds in the area. The focus must obviousl y be on the rarer
nesting species , but general numbers of th e co mmo n bird s are also reco rded .
This summer a survey is being done on th e Grey Wagtail on th e rivers in
the vicinity for comparison with th e 1937 and 1966 surveys. By th is method
of comparison the state of the given species can be studied and, if required,
these figures would be available for a Natio nal Survey.

Photographic Competition 1974
1st Prize , Action Class
" The Hurdl er " by T . J. Bulmer
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entitled to use the school darkroom. Far from being ashamed of this apparent
failing, we are planning to continue in the same way when the two new darkrooms in the Projects Centre become available in September. It is difficult to
conceive of any direction in which we may extend our domain - although
the possibility of talks by professional photographers is under consideration.
Meanwhile , as photos continue to be taken, the main subject seems to be
sport. This was evident in the action class of the competition held in June
1974. T. J. Bulmer took the prize for this and the prize for the buildings
section was won by R. J . Rountree. A. J. Baxendine included some very fine
photos in both sections and was awarded the Douglas Shields Prize . An
exhibition of most of the entries was hurriedly mounted and received much
interest. It is to be hoped that it will have encouraged others to blow the dust
off their Instamatics and go and capture that timeless moment.

CHRISTIAN COMMENT
Serpents in the High Street
We are all the targets of propaganda, never before in the history of man kind have so man y different factions attempted to persuade each individual
to throw in his lot with them: on the pages of the glossy magazines and on the
independent radio and T.V. networks we are being pressurized to buy certain
goods; in city streets we may be pressed to consider the merits of Zen
Buddhism or the Divine Light Mission ; newspapers and periodicals, books and
pamphlets voice the programmes and philosophies of political parties and
ideologies. Much of this propaganda is open and obvio us, some of it, however,
is so pervasive and inte gral to our environment that, like the noise of a
discotheque, we let it take us over without giving it objective conside ration.
Thus our standards of living and behaviour, like the length of our hair or the
cut of our tro users, are the norms we adopt for ourselves uncritically, either
because they are the current fashion or because they are the norms of our
social groups. Sometimes the propaganda is so subtle and dishonest (shades of
Eden's serpe nt!) that we can find ourselves in traps of associations or
behaviour patte rns from which it is difficult, sometimes almost impossible,
to escape. In view of this it is perhaps strange to hear complaints against the
Churc h and against the public schools for tyring to 'brainwash people into
Christi anity'. Amid the confusion of the times , more than ever before, there
is a need for the clear statement of Christian truth. It is the fact that the
majority of our independent schools are religious (mainly Christian)
foundations that is a major raison d'etre of their continuance. It is perhaps
important th at we shou ld consider the Christian aims of a school like
Sedbergh.
Christian propaganda

Photographic Compet ition 1974
Winners in th e Building Class
"Fountains Abbey Aisle" (left)
"Cae rnarvon Castle" (above)
By R. J. Rou ntree

Christian indo ctrin ation is, fortu nately, as impossible in a public school
as it is und esirable. Boys are critica l and questing beings at their best, and
destru ctive philistines at their worst, so that no potential Christian is unaware
eit her of the inte llect ual prob lems or of the general lack of understanding
which will meet him th roughout life. If he will make use of the opportunity,
however, he has the chance of instruct ion which will enable him to make his
own decision. If he rejects the Christian way he can at least know what he is
rejecting and why, if he accepts it then it will not be a matter of the emotions
alone but will only come after considerable thought and prayer. That he
meets Christian propaganda is not disputed but it is a fair claim that it is
honest, open propaganda, often the very opposite of subtle in its presentation.

The schoolboy who becomes a Christian knows what he is doing and the very
closeness of boarding school life with it pulls in many directions is not a bad
preparation for the daily tensions within which the Christian life is lived in
the world.
The days are happily long passed when , taking "Cert A" and
Confirmation in their fourth term at school, boys enrolled both in the C.C.F .
and the Church of England. "Public School Religion" is not perfect but it is
no longer (if ever it really was) merely a spartan muscular Christianity- At a
time when organised religion is coming under fire both from within as well as
outside its ranks, it is also worth commenting that the exercise is to
communicate Christianity and not 'churchianity'. Sedbergh has long been
fortunate in that this Anglican foundation has enjoyed the presence of the
leavening influence of Kirk members from north of the border and 1'tom a
sprinkling of members from other churches.
Attitudes
It is a common slander that Christianity is for old ladies and adolescents;
the adolescents soon grow out of it leaving only the old ladies in church.
Fifteen years as a school chaplain have taught me not only that not all one's
confirmation candidates are to be found on the casualty lists within a few
years but also that some boys who, at school, had no faith , return a while
later as convinced Christians. In fact statistics may show that , today, more
people make up their minds after the age of eighteen than before . The
evidence suggests that Christianity is a religion for men as well as for schoolboys. Not a few of these 'late developers' have said that the Christian
foundations laid at school have given them something invaluable on which to
build when the time came.
The public schools are privileged communities - that is why their enemies
plot their demise. Their continued existence can only be justified so long as
they maintain high educational standards and , at the same time , encourage
the responsibility which must go with privilege, the responsibility which has
its roots in both the love of God and of neighbour.
Sedbergh has long been known as a school whose tradition is unashamedly
Christian ; that is a tradition which we seek to maintain. While forms of service
and methods of communication may change with the times the essential core
of the Faith does not change.
One of the most encouraging factors of the Christian scene at Sedbergh
which strikes a newcomer is that the maintenance of this tradition does not
depend on the 'professionals' alone. Not only do they have the active support
of other masters but there is a strong nucleus of boys who are prepared to
take a lead. On a glorious summer's evening an encouraging number of the
School were prepared to turn out to a service devised and largely conducted
by boys. Another such service is planned soon after this edition has gone to
press.
A.L.M.
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THE BLUES - A REQUIEM

THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT (1)

"OH WHERE, OH WHERE HAVE MY LITTLE SHORTS GONE ?"
(Variations on a theme)

The 'Blues' were introduced by the previous headmaster, Mr. J. H. Bruce
Lockhart after his appointment in 1937, though they did not act ually come
to be worn until 1938 . Since that time they have been very much a part of
the school tradition to the extent that, when the name 'Sedbergh' is mentioned
to an ignorant Southerner like myself, he will at once think, "Ab, yes , cold
baths, early morning prep and shorts". The cold baths have gone , so has the
early morning prep. Now it is the turn of the shorts. The end was, in fact, in
sight a few years ago when the Upper Sixth were allowed to go into long
trousers, a move that was welcomed by most of those concerned, though
there were some who kept to the old look.
While many Sedberghians are prepared to admit that the old uniform was
a sensible one for the local climate - bare knees and woollen socks dry out
more quickly than wet terylene and worsted (or whatever they are made of)
long trousers - th~re do not seem to be any boys in the school who act ively
regret the change. Indeed , there are many who have no feelings whatsoever
on the subject, which is why I am having to write this article myself. Research
produced no willing , or even reluctant, scribes. One can sympathize with the
embarrassment felt by many a strapping, hairy-kneed youth at being pointed
out and laughed at by coach-loads of dear old ladies as they sped through
Sedbergh on their summer afternoon outings to Morecambe , Black pool and
other points west ; this was porbably when the incongruity , if such it may be
termed , of the uniform was most acutely felt. One may also reflect upon the
change and , remembering the mutterings of "anachronism", admit that the
long trousers are more in keeping with present day education , our
technological age or some other such cliche. One may also wonder if, when
the 1st XV turn out on match days in shorts, they are endeavouring to adhere
to tradition , to create a tradition for themselves, or merely being contrary. If
shorts are dead , let them be buried.
One more observation. Isn' t it strange how the 'scruff can use any cha nge
to his own advantage? My first feeling on hearing of the projected modification
in the uniform was one of delight at knowing that I should no longer have to
tell boys to pull their socks up. It's true , I don't. I now have to tell them to
tuck their shirts in.
D.N.B.

Protes t , protest , everywhere ;
Their knees were all quite pink.
Pro test , protest, everywhere Which made the masters think.
Down dropped the length ,
The length dropped down,
T'w as sad as sad could be ;
As sad as a Sedberghian
Who'd lost sight of his knee.

B. M. Bannister (with apologies to Samuel Taylor Coleridge).

THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT (2)
For most of the inhabitant s of th e West Riding of Yorkshire , 13th
Janu ary 1974 was a very typical day .
It was rainin g. A light drizzle was spirallin g down from the grey windswept
clo uds and adding to the already wat erlo gged rugger pitches. But this was not
so for the boy s of Sedbergh. This was a very special day. For today Sedbergh
had rid its elf of all its agelong tradition.
Th e word trousers (lon g, dar k, not flared) now appeared on the clothes
list. T rousers ! The mind boggles at the thought , Master Roger Lupton rolled in
his grave, and th e games shop took on extra helpers.
Hous e Matrons looked chagrined, their faces set in complete torment.
But come what may , operation "Trousers" had gone into action.
A great victory had been won for S.U.M.P.· and the world. Blue shorts
were laun ch ed up th e flagpoles or burnt ceremoniously in the yard.
No lon ger would th e world see us walking through snow, slush and other
unbelievable ex tremities of weather with at least four inches of blue leg
show ing. We co uld not walk up school hill with a pleased and satisfied smile
and lon g tro users! It was a small step for Sedbergh but a large step for
mankind.
M. W. Spencer

I am grateful for Mr. E. A. D. Campbell for his co-operation in helping
to sound out school opinion on the uniform change. Neither of us met with
overwhelming success . My questions met with little more than the
characteristically inarticulate, " well, er , 's all right; sort of, O.K., if you know
what I mean" .\ Mr. Campbell's dealings with 4C produced the following two
contributions. The third owes its existence to a little gent le arm twisti ng on
the part of the Master i/c this magazine after reading an article by the writer
of it in the last edition of the Winder House magazine, (if you know what I
mean).

• A juve nile 'u nderground' movement of ex t remely short duration whose
prima ry occupation seeme d to be that of writing those initials on any
available surface. Ed.
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MUSIC

"Neither religious strife, nor political revolution no r warfare affects a
traditional society more completely than technological change".
This slightly doctored statement is taken from part of a question in the
1974 'S' level History pap er. I feel that it can maybe be ex te nded by the few
words "or perhaps fashion!" For surel y fashion , even if it does not strike deep
at the heart of the traditional society, affe cts society in many ways. Where
can one find a more traditional society than th at of the Publi c Sch ool , and
Sedbergh especially as it ap proaches its 450th anni versa ry?
As I sit in the dayroom , fulfilling th e dreary task and bane of every
prefect's duty, the supervi sion of prep , I look at the assort ed rabbl e ab out me
and quite plainly see that it will be neither religious st rife, political revolution,
warfare nor technological cha nge that will affect th eir lives for th e next few
years , but fashion and th e need to show the ir independence of the
establishmen t.
This feeling is doubtless prevalent in all youth and societies such as this
one in which we are so fortunate as to find ourselves for five glo riou s years .
Yet it has only been in the last five years that fashion and the need , or
apparent need , for change has really 'hi t' Sedb ergh and affecte d its traditional
hardy 'super chap' society which we are led to believe exis ted here at one tim e.
It might be debated that this is for th e worse and th at "it isn't the same as it
was in my day" grunt grunt groan - pass me the bu cket - bu t the fact cannot
be disputed , change has come to Sedbergh. No longer can the prospective
parent, while being shown th e seven wonders of our littl e world, feast his or
her eyes on the incredible sight of eighteen-year-old six foot ph ysical misfits
showing off their legs, in tha t vital part of th e Sedb ergh tradit ion the ' Blues'.
No, we are down to half blu es now , not allowed t o disp ense enti rely with
tradition , but half-way there. Are th e days of th e blue blazer numbered? Will
blue blazer follow th e blue sho rts han ging on the lam p posts up School Hill?
This I think doubtful , and I can not see th e amo un t of hai r han ging over
the collar of that said item becoming very mu ch greate r. Yet here again I feel
the ex tra length of hair that is now appare nt on th e fact -filled skulls of the
majority of the inmates of our happ y hom e to be one of th e greatest thin gs
that co uld possibly have ha ppened. For no longer need the poor suffering
student undergo the miseries of good unchangeabl e rainwat er running off the
nea t yet so uneven hai rcut of, yes, a few of us still remember him, Bob Miller,
to be soaked up by th e sack like blue shirt , which has now been disp laced in
favour of a more mod ernly styled, (styled?) garme nt. No, no longer does the
mod ern day Sedberghian have to bear quite the same sufferi ng as did his
predecessor, as it will flow offhis streamin g locks down th e back of his blazer.
Yes change has come to Sedbergh and chipped at its traditional society. If it
can get at us here, are we safe anyw here?

SUBSCRIPTION CONCERTS since th e last issue.
" Still govern thou my song,
Urania, and fit audience find, though few"
MILTON (Paradise Lost)

In the past year the size of the average audience attending a Subscription
Concert has dwindled to a dismal all-time low . Nevertheless the high st anda rd
of these performances, given by professional artists, has been maintained . The
season open with an oboe recital given by Janet Craxton accompanied by her
husband , Alan Richardson, who also played some piano solos. As well as a
Sonata by Lennox Berkeley specially written for Janet Craxton , they play ed
two of Alan Richardson's own compositions. Next , a concert was given by th e
'cellist Penelo pe Lynex who was accompanied by Stephen Savage. In th eir
programme they included a performance of Brahms ' F major 'cello Sonata. as
well as Hindemit h's humorous variations on 'A frog he went a-courting'.
In the Christmas term , amongst the music played by the Beaufort Trio
(Violin, 'Cello and Piano), there. was a lively version of Haydn's 'G yps y'
Rondo as well as a performance of Schubert's monumental B flat Trio. Th e
brilliant young Martin Hughes gave an ex cellent recital of musi c by Mozart ,
Ravel and Prokofiev (Russian music is his speciality , as he is married to th e
daughter of a Soviet composer). The Sedbe rgh-born violinist Lucy Cowan
(accompanied by Cathron Sturrock) included Sonatas by Bach and Janacek
in her programme. Janet Hilton gave a clarinet recital in which she played
Sonatas by Hindemith and Poulenc. Th e Eversley Choir (a keen bod y of
amateurs ably trained by Leslie Powell) were accompanied by th e or ganistcomposer Christopher Bowers-Broadbent, who also played two solos. Two
local string players provided a firm bass for the two ch oral works, Bach's
motet ' Jesu meine Freude' and the rarely heard Requiem by Durufle.
It is hoped that there will be more enthusiasm shown for th e fo llowing
season of concerts, arranged by Mr. Cox, which includes a Jaz z trio . It seem s
a great shame that so much talent is being appreciated by such an
embarrassingly small number of people.

N. C. P. Cock roft
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School Concerts

Gauld for "Songs of the Fleet" by C. V. Stanford . The five songs were pop ular
and Stanford's characteristic "catchiness" contributed to the success of their
performance. The Headmaster was the soloist in the next item: the first
movement of Beethoven's Fifth Piano Concerto (The "Emperor") . It was
extremely well received to the extent that Mr. Thornley was recalled to the
stage three times. The final work was the "Polovstian Dances" from "Prince
Igor" by Borodin - it was a very difficult and taxing piece to sing and for the
orchestra to play, nevertheless all entered into it with such spirit that one
could feel the performers had done justice to the music . The evening was
rounded off by the singing of the School Song: Winder, and the National
Anthem.

The 1973 Open Day Concert was the first school concert. The programme
was the same as the Wilson Run Concert the previous term as there is no time
to rehearse a new selection of music.
The End of term concert was the most significant. It took the form of an
informal concert although the School Orchestra and Band participated. The
programme was comprised of solo pieces by various boys, small chamber
works by the Brass Quartet and the Wind Quintet; but the highlights of the
concert were Mr. Champniss' and Mr. Harman's piano duets providing some
appreciated light relief, S. Cook's piano solo in "Concertino" for piano and
string orchestra by Walter Leigh, and the Basson Concerto (K.191) by Mozart
in which Mr. R. H. Thomas was the solo.

A.T.LB.'s mishap
The Wilson Run Concert the following term can be said to be the climax
of a year's music from the School and Staff itself. The Band started the proceedings with Mr. D. Seed's own arrangement - the "Long Run". The Band,
as ever popular, played an encore after which the Headmaster thanked Mr.
Seed for his work in the School and, on behalf of us all, wished him well in
his retirement. Mr. Morris then lead the String Orchestra in Boyce's 4th
Symphony, after which the first of the two soloists of the evening, S. Cook,
played the organ in Handel's D minor Organ Concerto. The Orchestra then
played a "Ballet Suite" by Debussy, which was followed by the Master's
Quartet. This was typically humorous - A.T.LB. had a rather impromptu
mishap when he slipped on the stage climbing in through a window. Following
this was the first movement from Mozart's 24th Piano Concerto (K.491) the
soloist being S. R. O'Brien. The Orchestra brought the music to a close with
various movements from Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhi bition. Varying
much in style, the music catered for most tastes, and the climax of "The
Great Gate of Kiev" was ideal to precede the applause and recognition given
to each runner of the Ten Mile earlier in the day. The "Long Run" then
followed - sung to its true traditional, spirited and ecstatic manner by the
runners, the boys, the parents and the O.S.s. The two soloists, Cook and
O'Brien were awarded their School Colours for music the following day.

An enjoyable march to the scaffold
In the Autumn Term there were two concerts - the first at half-term and
the usual "Choral Society" one at the end of term. The half-term "Informal
Concert" was like the previous term's concert except it had a more serious
approach. The School Orchestra played at the beginning and the end - to
start was the first movement from Haydn's Symphony No. 85 (La Reine) and
to finish was the fourth movement from Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique "The March to the Scaffold". It has been perhaps one of the most enjoyed
pieces the School Orchestra has performed for both its members and the
.audience. The rest of the concert consisted of four soloists, two with piano
accompaniment : J. P. Rountree played "Grand Duo Concertante" for
clarinet and piano by C. M. von Weber. The other was M. R. J. Smalley
playing the first two movements from Handel's Violin Sonata in F. The two
other pieces were concertos: D. L. Birchenall played the first two movements
from Vivaldi's 'Cello Concerto in A minor and in the first movement of
Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 23 in A major (K.488), S. R. O'Brien was the
soloist. The concert seemed to be well received because it incorporated both
the "Informal" soloists and the larger orchestra/concerto aspects that are
normally separated.

New sounds in the cloisters and elsewhere
Ovation for the Emperor
Under the new conductorship of Mr. D. H. Cox, the Open Day Concert
in the Summer Term was a repeat of the Ten Mile Concert - it was just as
successful and a voluntary audience seemed to enjoy it musically more.
The end of term provided two concerts - a Serenade Concert in the cloisters
a new concept in the musical history of Sedbergh, brought in by Mr. Cox, and
a traditional Powell Hall one. At the first, the Band played two shortish
pieces and the string orchestra accompanied Mrs. R. H. Thomas, playing the

The End of Term concert was warmly appreciated by everybody - its
programme was made up of three choral works and a concerto. To start, the
Choral Society, consisting of Sedbergh Musical Society and Members from
Casterton and Cressbrook Schools, was accompanied by the Lakeland Sinfonia
Orchestra (Leader: Mr. G. Morris) in "Blest Pair of Sirens", the music by
C. H. H. Parry. The above were then joined by a Baritone Soloist: Alexander
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House Music Competitions

oboe, in Barbarolli's Concerto for oboe and strings, and then Mr. Horsfall
playing the 'cello, in Eccles' Concerto for 'cello and strings. The "Glee Club",
another new musical activity started by Mr. Cox, also performed. They sang
three glees: A Farmer's Boy, Eileen Aroon and Men of Harlech. Separating
each musical item was a poem, each differing in character, read by Mr. C. J.
Weir. The final concert this school year was on Thursday, 11th July. It was
comprised of two serious orchestral works - two movements from Haydn's
l04th Symphony (London) and the "Suffolk Suite'. However, the rest of the
concert was in a humorous vein - the orchestra played the Clog and Flute
Dances by Herold, the Toy Symphony by Malcolm Arnold, which was played
by a staff orchestra - each in charge of a "toy". Again O'Brien and Cook were
the two soloists, in Saint-Saens' "Carnival of the Animals" for two pianos and
a small orchestra.
On reflection, it has been a year of intense musical activity culminating in
some first class orchestral and group items, and in some very enjoyable soli.

The house instrumental competition was won by Winder House this year their programme was varied and talented. The centre item - Mozart's
Divertimento for Trio, Flute, Clarinet and 'Cello was of a "professional"
standard which added that masterly touch to their already perfected pieces
for eleven players. Hart were again the runners-up this year - they continued
their Water Music by playing Suite Two this time. "A good choice of
programme" which was well performed. Certain individuals showed great
musicality in orchestral playing, but the ensemble lacked strength in the
higher register so prejudicing its chances. The other houses all presented
programmes of very differing quality, however, the first two houses were well
ahead of the other five.
-..
The House Quartet Singing Shield this year was won for the third
successive year by Hart House. After the preliminaries in the morning, only
three were put forward to the evening - Hart, School and Lupton. School's
indistinct wording put them third and Lupton's "My Bonny Lass" was well
presented though it was rather thin. Hart's "Blow me eyes" by Norman
Gilbert was very well polished in notes, phrasing, intonation, words and
dynamics. They were first by a substantial lead .
The House Unison Singing Competitions was as usual governed by "House
Spirit". The competitive atmosphere was very much in evidence - in one
case even to the extent that the whole house went up onto the stage. Evans
House won with a programme of "good control and inflection of tone".
Otherwise houses were fairly equal, often one song out of the two in a
programme letting another perfectly performed song down. School House's
'Kalinka' was well done giving a "polished performance where the choir had
been well drilled"; also Hart's "Devon! 0 Devon!" by C. V. Stanford was
"excellen t and came off well".
The evening was marked by Mr. A. B. Champniss' departure. After the
Headmaster had proposed thanks on behalf of the school for his nine years
service as Director of Music, Mr. Champniss was presented with a silver salver
and the large book "The Symphony" as a token of appreciation from
voluntary donations by the boys.

Individual Music Competitions
Held in Powell Hall on Sunday II th November, these were adjudicated
by Mr. John Hutchings, the County Music Adviser for Westmorland. The
proceedings started as usual with the Junior Piano section. This contained
many entrants all of whom showed much enthusiasm. S. 1. Wright came first
playing Chopin's Prelude in E minor. The Organ section followed. There
were only three entrants: S. R. O'Brien, S. Cook and D. J. Pownall, who were
all of high standard - Pownall's piece impressed the adjudicator just that
much more. The Strings came next - again a large class and one of variety M. R. J. Smalley won by playing two movements from Handel's Violin Sonata
in F. It was "an excellent performance" and the runner-up, D. L. Birchenall,
was of meritable note.
The Senior Piano had only two entrants - S. R. O'Brien and S. Cook:
both played to "a very high standard" and the choice could have gone either
way - finally the whim of the adjudicator went to Cook. In the Brass section
Cook reappeared to give a good rendering of the 1st movement from R.
Strauss' Horn Concerto No. 1 which deservedly won him the prize. In the
Unbroken Voice Singing, W. M. Tulip sang a spiritual "The Angel Gabriel" to
win - the runner-up, R. W. Brock, who sang the more taxing Schubert's "Who
is Sylvia?" deserves a mention for his attempt that just lacked that final polish.
The Broken Voice Singing only had one entrant - M. R. J. Smalley, who won,
not surprisingly, with an "outstanding" rendering of Schubert's "The
Wanderer". The final section was the woodwind. The first prize was awarded
to J. P. Rountree on his clarinet with a very polished performance - his
brother R. J. Rountree was second on the flute.
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next day part of the drowned village of Mardale could be seen). However, we
knew that if we went far enough we would cross the track from Blea Water.
Sure enough, we did .
There must be few more infuriating things than standing by a Land Rover
when the keys are with another group four miles away. We therefore had to
walk at a smart pace the three miles to the Haweswater Hotel , arriving at
about closing time. Our problems were not yet over ; Mr. Hildrew was involved
in a staff play , so we had first to contact my Housemaster, who contacted Mr.
Hildrew and rang us back . It was agreed to lay on transport to bring the group
back in the morning. We got a lift to the head of the lake from one of the
hotel residents, which was, in itself, the most nerve-racking part of the night
and climbed up to our camp. We couldn't be bothered to cook a meal as it was
one o'clock when we arrived.

THE C.C.F
Man at th e top - C.C.F . expeditions around High Street
In the last issue of this magazine appeared an account of a C.C.F. weekend
expedition, from the point of view of a cadet involved . It occurred to me that
a few paragraphs showing the other side of the se ex pedi tio ns might be of
interest.
Each group on expedition is shadowed by a two man team co nsisting of a
master and a member of the Mountain Rescue section. However, on this
occasion (29th - 30th September, 1973) the magisterial element was hors de
combat with honourable wounds received in an O.S . rugby game, so I was
accompanied by David Sedgwick O.S., who had offered to fill in on his last
free weekend prior to starting at St. Andrews University.

cour ses. A main cam p was he ld last summer on board the inshore minesweeper.
H.M.S. Aveley , whic h pr ovided p ractical seama nship (and cleaning) along the
coast from Plym outh to Falmouth and back .

Work and recreation
The first week of the course was on general bench engineering, during
which we were initiated into everything from filing to oxy-acetylene welding
by an instructor called Bracegirdle, who entire vocabulary consisted of
"Right - Okay" . Work was a blessing, since the big workshops were the co olest
places around. The weekends were free and the afternoons were reserved for
sport. The second week was concerned with Automotive Engineering, which
went into detailed theory of steering geometry and so on , as well as practical
experience of stripping and tuning engine s. No shortage of practical facili ties
was evident, there being a shed full of about thirty Land Rovers, all marked
"Training Aids".

'Sally forth'
Two cadets (Waites and Wrigley) were particularly lucky to have the
oppo rt unity to be aboard th e Assau lt Ship, H.M.S. Intrepid, sailing from
Newcastle to the Fleet Review and 'Sally Fo rth' exercise. As a result they
had mu ch sea time and were able to see ove r m any of the present day ships in
the Fleet.
" In trepid is a rather unusual ship. Most of the crew's quarters are along
the side wall of th e hull and between the quarte rs is a large empty space. This
space co nsists o f two decks for pa rki ng tan ks and jeeps and a dock! In the dock
are four lar ge landing craft designed to ca rry the tanks. The dock is dry until
balast tanks und er the cre w's quart ers are flooded. Int repid is virtually
un armed and its role is to car ry troops to a lan ding site, send them ashore in
landi ng craft and then to o rganize the attack .
" Nex t da y we fo und ourselves in the Fo rth. After lunch we sailed to
RAS . This is Replen ishment at Sea, where stores are sent over using a line
and jackstay from ano ther ship ...
.. ... In the afternoo n there was a full ' Sally Forth '73' practice. First,
helicopters land ed on our flight dec k and disgorged troops, some sliding
do wn rope s; then wc flooded th e dock and sent the landing craft away.
" Aft er th e pr act ice we were told to pai nt the ship .. . !"
M. W. Wrigley

Beer and bull
Camp struck and checkpoint established
The ne xt morning we left our camp standing, taking only one rucksack
with another tent of which we had availed ourselves. Dropping down to Small
Water we observed th e party , in mingled joy and disappointment at abandoning
their exp edition , strike camp and , having turned them in the right direction
for Haweswater, we ascended Nan Bield Pass and set up a tent and checkpoint
on High Street, where we remained for the rest of the day.
Thi s trip was, of course, unusual. It is very rare for a group to so mismanage itself; inde ed , as a rule , no interference from supervisors is necessary.
Nevertheless, on an occasion such as this , the justification for supervision is
seen . The justification for the expeditions themselves may often be seen
only in retrospect.
S. N. Tulip.

Ex posure
Mr. Thomas' group and ourselves took the Land Rover to Haweswater
Head ; David and I then travelled a couple of miles and several hundred feet up
into the hills to camp beside Blea Water. Having pitched camp, we walked
unladen over the spur into the next corrie (Small Water), expecting to find
our group in situ with tents pitched. Optimism was never more ill-fou nded.
About an hour late , the group staggered down the side of the wrong pass an d
stood at the bottom. The last two members were reported to be feeling awful
and appeared to be suffering from incipient exposure . We put th ese two int o
sleeping bags and pitched the tents around them (by which time night had
fallen), cooked their meal for them and then considered what to do.
The group had been an hour late on a journey of about three hours
expected duration. They had missed a clear path in broad daylight, despite
map and compass , and had finally approached camp from the wro ng direc tio n.
Two of the five appeared to be suffering from exposure and no ne of the
others seemed particularly cheerful. In view of this we decided that to allow
them to continue the following would be foolish; se we felt we should send
them down to Haweswater in the mo rni ng. We set off in search of a teleph on e.

"DEFENCE SPENDING IS TO COME UP FOR REVIEW" National newspaper
Every summer an opportunity arises for cadets in the C.C.F . to go on one
of a number of courses, generally of a fortnight's duration , run by the Army.
Courses exist in Signals , Engineering, Fuel handling and even in cooking, and
last summer three of us, N. P. Scarr, J. B. Staniland and myself joined a course
in General and Automotive engineering with SEME Regt. , REME , at Bordon
in Hampshire, for two weeks during August 1973 . Nick and I travelled from
Oxenh olm e on an Army warrant , whose devious machinations took us around
mu ch of th e English Midlands and Hampshire , and arrived at Martinique
Barracks late on a Sunday afternoon . As the bulk of the regiment was on
leave till the Monday , the only human life visible was the guard, who were
co ntempla ting th eir beer-pots in front o f a television . Throughout the two
weeks, th e weather was as hot as I have known it , and the sandy soil of the
area heightened the illusion that this was Algeria , not England .

A walk in the dark
In order to get to Small Water we had run dow n a scree slope; to get out
was not so easy. It was a moonless nigh t, wit h pat chy clo ud; sho wers of rain
made the rocks slippery and we had on ly one to rch bet ween us. Moreover,
since we had expected to be in bed several hours ago , we had neith er map no r
compass with us. All that could be seen clearly was the ou tline of Haweswater,
apparently at about the same level as ourselves (a nd, incidentally, so low tha t
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The evenings were our own , apart from polishing boots, bu ckles , bad ges
and, once a week, the floor of the barracks . There was not a vast variety of
leisure activity, apart from a disco on Thursday nights at Havana or Martinique
barracks, but the beer flowed easily in the Empire Club and the barracks
NAAFI. The routine was enlivened by a bomb alert pra cti ce one afternoon ,
in which a lorry-load of infantry planted their helmets , complete with
camouflaging foliage, in the middle of the road and ventured bare-headed into
the supposed site of the bomb. The next day there was a real bomb scare, but
nothing was found and , sinc e the alerting call was traced to a phone box outside the NAAFI, the Brigadier got a bit uptight. Evenings in th e barracks
tended to be riotous and those who staggered home late at night found th emselves subject to practical jokes - I once found myself and my bed halfw ay
to the parade ground in the small hours of the morning.
Organisation found us an autonomous writ. He who was RQMS of his
unit naturally found himself in charge of us, but , since we onl y drilled twice
in the fortnight, organisation was hardly important. Food was very good
indeed, with a wide variety and well prepared. Besides ourselves, th ere were
several TAVR courses on at the same time , but the y had a very mu ch more
rigorous time than us.
I had taken the precaution of routing my rail warrant hom e via Reading,
where I attended a concert ; so , several hundred miles of rail t ravel, two weeks
living and a useful course cost me 55p ( a nominal catering) plus ab out £ 5
spending money. As far as we were con cerned it was a very cheap and
enjoyable summer holiday , thoroughly to be recommended. It is best to book
early to avoid disappointment.
S. N. Tulip

Other activities
Field Days have been spe n t at Halto n (boating) and at Killington. and
last summer an overnight visit was made to H.M.S. Neptune, the Submarine
base on th e Clyde , where, besides practical boatwork and firefighting, we
saw a co nventional submarine; ' twe nty-seve n men living in the area of a large
school study' , and saw 'N ucs' and ' Bombers' alongside.
Two visits wer e mad e to Barr ow during the year, where we were
fo rtunate to be able to attend th e Co mm issioning of and afterward to visit
H.M.S. Swiftsure - a nuclear sub ma rine. Later in the year a group visited
th e Lean der class Fr igate , H.M.S. Scylla and a detailed conducted tour of
th e ship and its helicopter was made .
Th e Naval Profi cien cy has been fo und to be a diffic ult hurdle. but now
th at a sound gro up of NCOs has been developed mo re cadets are making the
grade . O.P.s Colli er and Cross ma n sho uld be co ngratulated on making their
Advan ced Pro ficien cy so rap idly .
K.A.S .

ROY AL NAVAL SECTION
In the first year of the R.N . Section cade ts have participated in a variety
of camps and courses including canoeing, climbing, diving and Naval aviation
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They had said that he looked like his mother. To Mark this meant nothing.
His mother had died when he was five and since then he had been brought up
by his father and various well-intentioned relatives. They had never mentioned
his mother for fear of upsetting the boy. However, at the age of fifteen he
went for a month to Uncle Wilhelm - the black sheep of the family, who had
never before been entrusted with looking after the boy.
Mark sat on the sofa, reading a book he had been given for Christmas.
Uncle WiIhelm, who had already set himself apart from other members of
Mark's family by his extraordinary generoristy and lack of tact, was drinking
a post-prandial whisky . Noticing that Mark looked very bored, Wilhelm asked
him whether he had ever seen his mother's copious diaries. Not surprisingly
the answer was negative, for these diaries and the photographs and cuttings in
them had been sent to Uncle WiIhelm by mistake rather than by design after
the funeral and he had kept them in his safe without ever really studying them.
That night Mark read the diaries written in faded ink. To begin with he was
intensely interested. Yb the time he had finished he was contemplating suicide.
'1894. - High jump prize. Jan 1. Much as I like Margaret I feel she is
slightly insincere. Feb 3 . Confirmation. I might as well be confirmed into the
Zoroastrian Church as the Christian; it is probably the same God anyway ... '
Again and again Mark read his own thoughts, attitudes and achievements
written in his mother's handwriting. All the time she had felt as he now did;
she had succeeded where he had. If all Mark was, was a creature controlled by
genes passed down what could he claim credit for? - How could he stop
feeling as he did about Aunt Margaret? - What did it mean if he had got some
wretched award for high jumping? And her thoughts on confirmation - her
whole attitude from the first address to the last - they were the same as
his, the ones he had carefully, secretly formulated; the ones meant to
represent his true inner feelings. Admittedly he had a slightly more modem
outlook, but that was insignificant. Perhaps he could blame it all on being
brought up by her relatives. But that still was not satisfactory; for all his
supposed individuality was reduced to nothing.
A week later he left Uncle Wilhelm. He was completely changed. A strong
reaction against his former self had taken place. From now on he was going to
be different and adopt the opposite attitudes to those held by his late mother.
His letters to his relatives revealed the 'new' Mark, but not the cause for his
change of attitude towards life and values.
Two months later he died of scarlet fever. At his funeral Aunt Margaret
thanked Uncle Wilhelm for looking after him while inwardly blaming him for
having changed Mark's character. As Aunt Margaret, with her green umbrella,
and Uncle Wilhelm, with his blue eyes saddened, walked from the graveyard,
they knew not what had gone on in the now buried mind.
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For Mark, cheerful, intelligent and athletic, was hopelessly equipped for
life. What if he had realised that his so-called new individuality was merely a
psychological reaction against his former self? Would he have been able to
continue to live tormented by the thought that he was nothing but a set of
inherited attitudes and opinions slightly affected by his environment and
whose reversal was a likely phenomenon for reasons best explained by a
psychologist. Perhaps it is better that he is dead. Perhaps he would have
killed himself had Uncle Wilhelm ever found and sent him the entry written
by his mother at the beginning of her diary for 1895. - 'I feel that my former
self was not the real me. From now on I shall try to be different ... "

A. T. Logie (Clio)

VANITY FAIR
It was on the night that eternity died
That those striving hands, clasped in guilty reverence,
Did first pray for the purity of oblivion.
And they yet appear in contorted squalor through
The smoke that hangs over illusory peace, rising
From smouldering pyres, the shrunken ashes of punctured dreams .
Fostered by fantasy , divorced from reality
Rekindled by ignorance, false shadows that
Dance, caged within themselves, in the bright blue sun.
Egoistic pride, the guttered relics of the infected
Subterfuge, which failed to set free fettered ideology,
Confined in the shackles of dumb trances - hollow
Empires, locked doors - which now decay in
Gutted graveyards - apertures to inebriated life , a
Coffin on which is written 'pay as you enter'. There,
In that crumbling cemetery, graffiti, mockingly carved
On the recumbent tombs of blind heroes buried with
Their golden triumphs which rusted with the soil of
Age, tells of antique happiness stoned, and while
The sexton digs his shallow grave, infinite beauty
Conjures with the colours that intimately play in
Fountains of scorned simplicity. Memory ticks silently,
Innocence strikes twelve, and leaden echoes whisper
In cynical tongues that man was born to die.

The world is a maze of cells.
Each man a prisoner
Surrounded by grey walls,
Splattered with the blood of former generations,
Which the golden tapestries will never hide .
But some pick their locks
And play in the green corridors.
Archie Turnbull (Lang 6th)

C. E. Brown-Humes (4A)
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The Fate of the Lumbricus Terrestris

RUINED CASTLE IN SPRING

I saw a little worm one day
Crawling on its belly,
I watched it for a little while
Then squashed it with my welly .

Here lies - in these almost rooted stones
A fallen greatness, - a pride , dying memory
Of the patient remnants of former cultivation
Themselves nearly smothered out of existence.

The Old Hollow Light
Some littleness I saw in worlds and pointlessness in man
All round seemed shrivelled , causeless;
No point ; no end ; no victory,
and 'future' slid distasteful from my to ngue.
On disappearing hundreds, no light shone.
And sodden with the wails of grief and birth the race
of man moved on , unmoved ,
Evolving sure ly, into darkness, towards destruction and o blivion.
Far off, and far below, lives twi nkled;
Love and sorrow, hope, despair and joy,
rose like incantations to the sky ;
And yet among that dwarfed enormity a tiny pinpoint
held by gaze;
then out, gone , was just one tiny light,
and as it ceased to be, such shadow dropped ,
that darkness all the myriad of lights around ,
leaving one to wonder , tearlessly ,
Why man had not yet felt obliged to end his earth,
and crush all that confusion to a void of silent peace.

Was it here that the strong, tidy walls and
Sheer ditches, defended loyally against the
Viking invader or marauding tribesman?
To become victim of vulgar foliage is unscrupulous
mockery .

V. A. Richardson (2e)

Crossing the harmless ditch I enter like a thief
Over a moss carpeted window ledge , jumping
Lightly onto the weary floor where cheeky grass blades
Win a bloodless battle with ancient opulence .
I tread waril y, stifling my steps which
Ann ounce my int rusion in the profound silence
Th ere are no ears to hear , bu t mine hear , and I know
I am un wante d and obscene in such shattered majesty .
Wind craze d walls where once hung affluent tapestries
Now are decked with Natu res cruel laughter Briar Rose hold s no sadness, pity or wonder for
Th e spa rro ws and mice feeding on the banquet-hall floor.

The tentacles of co ntext pull ,
and slowly like a rising wind , the mad cacophony ,
the petty gump of day by day settles back into importance , like rain .
Bind life to principles and there in happiness, relieved ,
like sailors on a raft, to be afloat.
It will not be enough; the great unsolved is far too close .
Despair claws more or less when goals are far away.
And yet I am committed , I am born,
and, free to choose to leave, am bound to stay.

As I en ter th e kitche n a mistle-thruch bursts into the
Sunligh t - I see where she was ivy-nested,
As if for warmth in a nook in the chimney-stone filled
Fire-plac e, licked by sp rings recurrent flame.
As I walk ed invader and witness to this humiliation
I realized th at this flame would never die
All ou r efforts of pomp and heraldry have been futile
We are without foundation, forever vuln erable to lifes weeds.

M. R . J. Smalley (A rts 6 th)

I. A. Galbraith (Lang 6th)
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Grief

The Death of a Player of Bridge
'Double two no trumps' said Mrs. Van Dremen
Waving her luxury cards in the air. Opposite
Mr. de Martre coughing most loudly slumped
down and died . 'A rare form of the
post pneumonial condition' commented
the doctor 'almost a textbook example' .

TERRIBLY TUFF

Mr. de Martre heard the bid 'The stupid woman'
He thought , and glared and then .. ,
Mrs. Van Dremen grew horns and a tail
and laughing wildly produced vampires teeth.
' Good morning' , said the devil 'I hear you
like bridge . We have excellent facilities
and all understand the 'blackwood' convention!'
Mr. de Martre , somehwat shocked at his death
and at h is near partner remarked 'Indeed
and I like Mahjong as well, IfI may'.

Grief started as a trickle , like a tear from a sorry eye.
Grief began when man began to question
Why am I alive?
What do I do while I exist?

Standing out as Dummy Mr. de Martre opened
the window of Hell. Across the chasm all seemed
happy and gay. 'Game and rubber' cried the Demon
and , after ten million hands, the chance of reincarnation.

Grief became a stream, winding its way through the land.
Grief was like this when man sought to improve himself alone,
He hit and hurt with 'Success' his battle-cry.

'0, Christ' cried his partner 'and may I never play
bridge again' . 'All vices cured', said the demon
most modestly . 'Attention gentlemen, if you
Will. 'One club - two diamonds - no bid - 0 , God, 0, Heaven!

The last two term's newboys were recently asked to compare their first
inpressions of Sedbergh with the rumours that are currently circulating around
the Preparatory Schools of the country at large. Their first impressions were
tactfully complimentary ; the rumours, apart from the predictable ' up-Winderbefore-breakfast' variety, presented the school in a somewhat more sinister
light.
(1) "You would be tied to the hot pipes and left for half an hour" . (No
point in wasting all that lovely cent ral heating).
(2) "You would be rolled in the snow in your swmiming trunks" . (Thus
presumably increasing your appreciation of (1 )) .
(3) "After you had finished schooling you had to spend three years
fighting in the Army". (To acclimatize you gradually to normal life).
(4) "Boys are not aloud (sic) in pubs ". (Well, they'd be overheard
wouldn't they?)
(5) "The food is so vile that you have to bring your own which you eat
raw". (Nonsense! You can warm it up on all those hot pipes ).
(6) "If you brought a tuck box the prefects would ask you for it".
(Clever this. You see, the prefects are responsible for circulating
rumour (5) thereby increasing their takings at (6) . This is known as
education).
(5) "Everyone had to go in for the Ten Mile Ruin". (No comment).
2C.

Grief formed a river and ate away the land ,
Grief flowed like this when man no longer cared for his own kind.
It tore homes apart by the roots, and carried them away in the flood
of suffering.
Grief formed an ocean and covered all the land .
Grief was like this when all were touched and none passed by.
It drowned everybody in its despair ,
And then man began to regret, and question his life once more .

M. C. Purvis (L6 A)
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Alston, one of the highest ma rket towns in England , built on a steep hill, with
cobbled streets and a market cross - a celebration that evening for it was
J . W. B's 70th birt hday.
Our very wettest day coincided unfortunately with the boggy section
along the South Tyne river via a village with the unpromising name of
Slaggyfo rd. However mist and rain cleared for the high route along the best
preserved miles of Hadrian's Wall. We ma de a short detour to Housesteads
fort with well preserved barracks and granaries. The tract from the Roman
Wall to Bellingham and Bryn ess passed through the man made Redesdale
forest, in Hillaby's wo rds "a close planted arbo real slum". The Canadian
spruces were dark, silen t and flyridden. Oil of lavender helped to keep the
flies at bay. We cro ssed into Sco tlan d in a thunderstorm but next day enjoyed

O.S. ESCAPADES
A PEN INE CRAWL
The upland track known as th e Pennine Way runs so me 270 miles from
Edale in Derb yshi re over the Scottish border to Kirk Yetholm in
Roxb urghshi re. T wo Old Sedberghians J. W., 1916-21 and G. L. Bromley,
1955-60 (fat he r and son), with the latter's wife , walked the Way in July and
Augus t 1972 .
We travelled from South to North, cove ring an average of I S miles a day
and took 18 day s to reach our destination . We walked in heavy rain, high
win ds and bright sunshine and stayed in all types of accommodation - hotels
smart and din gy , farmhouses old and modem , pubs and a youth hostel. We
wor e shorts and stou t boots and travelled light restricting ourselves to one
readin g book each plus the guides : A. W. Wainwright's stile by stile account ,
invaluable for the valleys ; Tom Stephenson's book on the Penn ine Way and of
course a succ ession of Ordnance Survey I" maps. (The relevant chapters of

Cross Fell from Little Dun Fell

J oh n HiIlaby' s " Jo urney thro ugh Britain " and of the H.M.S.O. guide to the
Yorkshire dales provide interest ing background mat erial , the latter particularly
on the geology of the area).
Our first four days were wet and scenically the dullest of the journey.
The south Pennine moors in rain and mist were silent and sodden , bleak land
where o nly mosses and liverwor ts grow. From the " Kinder Caper" as Hillaby
calls it, to Clou gh Edge, Bleaklow Head and Black Hill we floundered through
the soggy peat groughs, not cheer ed by Wainwright's warning - "Lives ~ave
been lost here" . At thi s point th e Pennine Way follow s the narrow corndor of
high grou nd bet ween Brad ford , Halifa x, Huddersfield and Sheffield on one
side and Blackburn , Rochdale and St ockport on the other. In consequence
the track passes many reservoirs and crosse s several main roads. However the
grits to ne edges are impressive and in the towns and villages w~ encountered
warm hospitality , goo d food and talk , hot baths and even a fnendly launderette
fo r o ur sodden clothes.
Near Hebden Bridge th e rain sto pped and, blisters healed and leg ache
gone , we strode over bea ut iful moorland int o Bronte country. We.walke.d.along
the Leeds -Liverpool canal and saw o ther evide nce of early industnal activity,
The Penni ne Way follows th e tra nq uil river Aire to its source at Malham where
for the firs t time we were in limeston e co unt ry . We greatly enjoyed the
st renuous fell walki ng and pic turesque villages of the Yorkshire dales and
stayed at Hawes, Keld and Bowes.

High Cup Nick

Hadrian's Wall
Windy Gyle , (Th e Cheviots)

After 70 miles in Yorkshire the Pennine Way crosses the Tees into Durham
passing banks of wild flowers and the impressiv e 70 feet leap o f High Fo rce
Waterfall. The crossing from Teesdale to th e Eden valley is th e wildest and
loneliest of the whole way. We reached High Cup Nick , th e horseshoe cleft
in the Pennine escarpment with dramatic suddenn ess and saw far below th e
lush Eden Vale with the Lake District hills in the dist ance. In th e red sand stone village of Dufton we were told of the feroci ous helm wind (pronounced
helum) which blows down from Cross Fell. We had a bright , win dy day to
ascend this peak (2,930 feet and the highest point on th e Pennine Way).
Tradition has it that the fell was called Fiends' Fell un til S1. Au gustine came
to banish the fiends. Our fine weather belied the local say ing, "If you can see
Cross Fell it's going to rain and if you can't it's raining" . Th e four mile descent
to Garrigill passes derelict lead min e cottages and tips. We spent that night at

beauti ful wea the r fo r the 18 mile trek over the ro unded grass covered Cheviots
and down th e Halterburn to Kirk Yeth olm and our free pints of beer at the
Border Hotel.
Walkin g th e Pennine Way was a st renuous and interesting holiday, to be
thoroughly recommend ed to th ose who enjoy wild country and beautiful views.
We saw Roman roa ds and a fo rt, the Norman castle at Bowes, medieval packhorse tracks, the romantic ruin of Top Withi ns, possible setting of Wuthering
Heights, as well as eighteenth and ninet een th century industrial remains. In
the words of C. E. Mo ntague: " On Pennine heights there stick out the raw
ends of fo rces th at help to set us all our work and to map out our lives".
J. W. Bromley
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up in the evening. With many of these I am still in contact, a year later; but
for them I should probably have suffered some loneliness. Parisians themselves
are not always open towards foreigners, (understandably, considering the large
numbers of the latter).
Nonetheless, utter independence of all restrictions, except financial, and
complete freedom for the first time were important in showing the dangers of
the same, as in potential loneliness and depression, and in combatting any
apathy caused by the all-surrounding support of the necessary restrictions and
prohibitions of school. This was particularly useful as a preparation for
university, where one can often distinguish those who have come straight
from school, especially from non-private schools. These often find difficulty
in making friends and seem to lack a certain self-sufficiency, all too often
burying themselves in work.

IMPRESSIONS OF PARIS

Charles Pickstone left Sedbergh at the end of the Michaelmas term, 1972
and decided to spend some time abroad before going up to University.
Paris is best envisaged as a circle twelve miles across, cut in half east-west
by the Seine. Inside the boundary is cramped an entire city, perhaps one of
the most tightly organized in the world. Whereas London has spread over the
years. Paris keeps her figure through a tight city boundary; first, the corset of
her city wall; now the Boulevard Peripherique. Three times as many people
live outside the city, in the immediate environs, as inside, making up one
fifth of France's total population. Within the 40 sq. m. of Paris you may fmd
two and a half million people; a tightly drawn skein of boulevards and streets
emanating radially from the centre; a very efficient and comprehensive underground (maximum wait 10 minutes; 2 minutes during rush hours; stations 1015 minutes walk away); 90,000 trees along the roadsides alone and two, if not
three, cafes on every street corner.

Lectures and lodgings
The course itself, my reason for going to Paris, was a series of lectures
and language classes entitled "Langue et Civilisation Francaises", held by the
Sorbonne every year. There are two terms; November to February, (up to
1780, the French Revolution) and February to June, (I780 to the present
day). Three lectures a morning, four days a week; optional language classes in
the afternoon. Subjects ranged from French literature, music, art and history
to politics, regional geography and modem philosophy. It is an excellent
introduction to French culture, though, admittedly, this may not suit everyone, and, while the lectures were of a very high standard, there may be many
who prefer to spend their time in other more active pursuits, such as a job or
travelling. Fortunately, too, I have parents who considered 'education' a sound
investment and who paid for my stay and the course. Cost: 440F., about £40.
(1974, 480F).
Cheap accommodation in Paris is difficult to find. The Cours de
Civilisation provides a 'service d'accueil' which tries to help people attending
the course; it is also possible to find a list of university 'foyers' (halls of
residence) and visit these in turn in the hope of finding one with an
unexpected vacancy. The surest way is through friends; I was fortunate in
that a friend of a friend of my mother's knew someone who had a 'chambre
de bonne' - this is common in big cities - above their flat at the top of a
building, which they keep for visitors, au pairs and such. It seems that they
are not allowed to sub-let these rooms; so, in return, I gave one English lesson
a week to each of her five sons. (For anyone else in this predicament, the
Penguin English Course is very useful). Relations between myself and the
family were good; though it seems that this is sometimes not the case,
particularly with regard to au pair girls. Several of those in our 'group' had
changed families while in Paris. They were often embarrassed when their
charges seemed to be more glad to see them after school than their mothers.
The children were apparently often spoilt by their parents and the girls were
relied upon to establish discipline.

Heroic nudity
Yet beneath the unity there is diversity, all the more sharply crystallized
for being so concentrated. Each 'quartier' has its peculiar atmosphere. The rue
de Rivoli, the shopping centre with the 'grands magasins', La Samaritaine with
its five buildings, each the size of Harrods; L'Opera, the business area; the
Quartier Latin, the university, narrow streets and south Tunisian patisseries
peddling spiced cake and beignets; Pigalle, picturesque and ... (say no more);
the Marais, the oldest part of Paris, with crumbling tenement blocks and the
site of the Bastille ; the Charnps-Elysees, stronghold of la France touristique,
dominated by the Arc de Triomphe with its grotesque patriotic reliefs - the
winged courier with stentorian voice urging on the 'enfants de la patrie' to
glory and death; the muscular sons of France prepared in heroic nudity to
enslave the cowering foe, so that egalite may triumph; fraternite raging rampant
on his lion's back; not forgetting the names of the 558 generals whose names
are inscribed on the face.
Loneliness and friendship
I arrived in Paris straight from school, knowing no-one and with two
contacts. One of these turned out to be the chaplain of an Anglican church in
Paris and, through him, I was introduced to a number of English-speaking
students, au pair girls and others. Through the uniting effect of being
foreigners together in a strange city we became a tightly-knit group, focussed
on the Church, spending the day at work or study among the natives, joining
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Vive le sexe

BELLRINGING AT SEDBERGH

One thing that was immediately clear was that the difference between the
French way of life and our own is out of all proportion to the few miles that
separate the two countries. For example, when the students occupied the
Latin Quarter in May '68, among the outrages perpetrated in the name of
freedom there was written up all over the Sorbonne "il est interdit d'interdire".
This seems to sum up the French hatred of the petty restrictions imposed on
them all the time. A notice in a swimming bath read, 'LA SUBMERSION
PROLONGEE peut provoquer une ASPHYXIE MORTELLE' and then went
on to forbid holding one's head under water. During my stay in Paris there
was mild student unrest to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the 1968
'revolution', and one morning we arrived in our 'amphitheatre' to find that
one of the large and florid murals that tainted the front wall had been defaced;
several of the portly cherubim had suffered a change of gender; 'Mort ii Debre'
and 'vive le sexe' had been scribbled up, about 20 feet above the floor. (Debre
was the minister responsible for an unpopular law concerned with the French
compulsory military service. One result of this law was that school children
staged a two-week strike and many of the Parisian schools had to close down
for this time).
Children are another problem. Paris is no place for them. Large families
have been encouraged, through many fmancial inducements by the government, to try to stop a dwindling birth-rate and the cult of the 'fils unique'.
(The French have a country three times as large as Britain, but the same
population). But then these are cooped up in flats; no gardens, only 'le pare'
where, if you walk on the grass, the attendant will blow his whistle at you, and
poor educational facilities and universities, (one of the causes of May '68).
Many Parisians have a second home in the country, to which they retire every
weekend and for most of the holiday. In any case from July to September
Paris is left deserted to the tourists and sellers of souvenirs.
One's opinion of a city is inevitably coloured by one's associations.
Suffice it to say that my experiences there have led me to have a very high
opinion of the city, but not one out of proportion, I believe, to its real worth.
With the current ideas of a united Europe, I think I can end in no better way
than by quoting some words of Victor Hugo:
"Avant d'avoir son peuple, I'Europe a sa ville, et cette ville c'est Paris".
Charles Picks tone

Two years ago, an article appeared in 'The Sedberghian' describing the
progress of the school bellringers and attempting to explain what the ringing
of church bells is all about. The article was prompted by the achievement of
the first 'quarter peal' by the school band, on 6th February 1972.
Just over two years after this first quarter peal came the first full peal,
achieved at the first attempt on 30th May, 1974. The details of the peal are
reproduced below in exactly the same format as they appeared in the
'Ringing World'.

Many European universities run courses similar to that outlined above.
For France, a small booklet is obtainable from the French Embassy, listing
the universities and their courses. A booklet of summer courses in Europe is
published by the Central Bureau for Educational Visits and Exchanges, 43
Dorset Street, London WIA 3FN.

SEDBERGH, Cumbria
Thurs., May 30th, 1974

St. Andrew
3 hr. 4 min. (I5 cwt)

5040 PLAIN BOB MINOR
(Seven different extents)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Richard A. Mathews
Brian G. Sedgwick
Ian M. Craven
Robin E. Hildrew
John E. Buckley
Anthony F. Thomas

First peal at the first attempt by the whole band.

Something like 4000 - 5000 peals are rung annually up and down the
country. About once every two years (Le. I in 10,000) occurs a peal when the
entire band scores their first - so, apart from being the first peal by a
Sedbergh School band , it was quite a notable achievement in itself. It was the
first peal on the Sedbergh bells for 14 years, and the first peal by a 'local'
band since before the First World War.
To attempt to explain to the layman what is involved is difficult, but a
brief description is given below. There are 720 different ways six bells can be
arranged - an extent of Minor (6 bells) starts and ends with rounds (descending
scale) and includes each of the 720 changes once and once only. A full peal
consists of at least 5040 changes, so in minor, seven extents are rung, but
each extent is put together differently. As can be seen, the peal took just over
there hours to ring, each ringer standing throughout and ringing his bell 5040
times in the correct place each change. This requires a considerable degree of
endurance and full concentration by every ringer for the whole three hours.
Each ringer knows the basic method off by heart and also what to do if a 'bob'
or a 'single' is called. These calls, made by the conductor (there were 134 in
this arrangement) alter the basic method, and are necessary to achieve the
full 720 changes and avoid repetition. It must be added in conclusion that
none of the ringers has notes or 'music' to follow - everything is done from
memory.
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Electric kilns in the pottery studio, 1974

POTTERY KILNS
The first kiln at Sedbergh was constructed from a barrow-load of fire
bricks. The kiln was fired by wood and had to be stoked steadily and continuously for almost twelve hours to reach a very modest temperature which
was only enough to convert clay into a very soft pottery. The firing chamber
of the kiln, nine inches square, was capable of taking only a few small pots.
The excitement and sense of achievement when the first rather rustic pottery
was made was possibly as great as that experienced today with much more
sophisticated equipment but firing soon became both tedious and inadequate.

Wood-fired kiln, 1947

r.

Early work from
the first kiln, 1947
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With the passage of time, more experience and developing skills produced
ambitious potters who wished to make work which combined function with
form and decoration. This expansion required power-driven wheels and a kiln
capable of higher temperatures. A power wheel and an electric kiln were
installed in premises near the school library two years later.
In 1951, when the Library was redesigned by Sir Albert Richardson, the
Art School was moved to the quarry workshops and a larger pottery studio
was laid out. With the expansion under the scheme for an enlarged Projects
Centre this year the Pottery was further enlarged and a second kiln was
installed to cope with the increased output of pottery and terracotta
modelling. Towards the end of tenn both kilns were operating to fire the jugs
and coffeepots, small bowls and large coiled pots, terracotta figures and
portrait heads which had been made in class and during the later part of halfholiday afternoons.
From a modest capacity of less than one square foot firing pots about
650°C we now have a kiln of ten square feet capacity capable of a maximum
temperature of 1300OC.

Pottery by M. 5tJ. Whitfield and J. C. Hall
Terra cotta by R. P. Hinton and R. C. Jowett
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A promising group of painters, pott ers and scul ptors in many mediums
are developing in other parts of the school and will certainly make their mark
next summer. We shall hope that in th eir success th ey will find , in the words
of Plato, that "True pleasures are tho se which arise from shapes and colours
we call beautiful, - I mean those things which are not beautiful relatively,
like other things, but always and naturally and absolutely".

THE ART SCHOOL
Following a hiatus of nearly a year in which the reconstruction of the
existing Art School and the building of the entrance foyer, corridor and the
Art Library has taken place, work has begun to expand in the new studios.
Scope for creative activity in the visual arts has been further increased by the
new sculpture studio, the doubling of the available space in the pottery and
the refurbishing of the painting studio.

A.I.

Floods

In flat ion

They approached the owner fo r permission to resto re the mill race and
wheel , were given th e go-ahead and since then have spent many hundreds of
spare-time hours waist dee p in wat er at the mill's tranquil setting on the River
Dee between Sedbergh and Dent.
.
The race, which is cut out of rock, has been cleared; a new sluice gate the old one was washed away during floods about 12 years ago - has been
built at the entrance to th e race ; the race wall has been rebuilt where necessary
and a small breach in th e main weir has been repaired.

Mr. E. R. P. Frankland , owner of the mill, told me something of its
history - a history which shows that property prices can sometimes fall.
In 1683 it was sold for £97 and 1696 for £70. In 1698 it was sold again ,
this time for £50, and in 1707 for a paltry £26.
In 1821 it was offered for sale again - as a newly-erected mill , used as a
corn mill but formerly for the carding and spinning of wool.

BOYS HELP TO GET A MILL WHEEL TURNING AGAIN J ohn Lannaghan.
Reprin ted from the Westmorland Gazette by kind permission of the
Edit or.

Pots an d plastics
To the traditional techniques of painting have been added facilities for
screen printing, work in wood and metal, clay and the many new plastic
materials. These we can exploit in promoting skill of hand and eye and
imagination, developing visual awareness as well as co-ordination.
In the Pottery additional throwing wheels and a second kiln capable of
taking large pots up to thirty inches high, together with larger working areas
for modelling and glazing, have provided facilities and opportunities for those
who, perhaps lacking skill in the graphic arts, can produce work which is
satisfying both in form and function. Decorative pieces and portrait heads in
terracotta complete the scope for work in a craft which can be followed from
the raw material to the finished article.
The exponents of woodcarving and the more manageable forms of
sculpture have now more scope in the larger studio for work in other new
materials. The woodcarvers have been joined by workers in Perspex, Polystyrene and Polyester reinforced fibreglass. Three dimensional constructions
are now possible in brazed or welded metal. An awareness of fitness in three
dimensional forms should play an increasing part in appreciating our
envirorunental problems, particularly in urban surroundings.

It is now 20 yea rs since Rash Mill's wate r wheel last turned.
After doin g yeoman service for more than a century and a half, its working
life was cut shor t by elec tricity.
Th e eight foot diameter wheel could simply not compete and it looked
as though it was going to be dest ined by econo mic reality never to turn again.
But six years ago, the boys of Sedb ergh School, fired with enthusiasm
after a lecture on ind ustrial archaeology, turned their attention to the mill.

Library and Darkroom
The light spacious Art Library houses our growing collection of books and
provides opportunities for studying in informal groups, using the projector,
or for the personal and private enjoyment of books on all the visual arts.
Two photographic darkrooms complete the complex which incl udes
facilities in the entrance foyer for the exhibition of the school's collection of
memorial pictures. The paintings will now be seen to greater advantage and
enjoyed by many more members of the school and visitors.
While work m the Art School this year has been hampered by the building
programme we have nonetheless enjoyed some successes. Notable work has
included traditional paintings by D. W. West and I. C. N. Mackay. M. St. J.
Whitfield has produced elegant pots and heads in terracotta. R. P. Hinton
followed up his success in terracotta figures with an outstanding group of
"Boxers" modelled in Bronze fibreglass-reinforced Polyester resin.

Rash Mill
(Opposi te page): G. S. Sheppard with honeycomb brick
Th e repaired sluice gate (far right).

It changed hands then for £700, this 20th century-style inflation being
caused by the Napoleonic wars.
"It could be worth 10 or 20 times as much as that today". said Mr.
Frankland.
When the question of restoring the mill race and wheel was raised by the
Sedbergh schoolboys as members of the Sedbergh Industrial Archaeology
Society, he was pleased to co-operate.
" I was happy to say 'yes' because I definitely like to see people take an
interest in this sor t of thing and learn something about it".
Mr. Frankland himself is busy working on the mill. "I'm doing various
works of ro utine maintenance to keep the building in good order". he said.

But the wheel itsel f has st ill to be resto red and this is sure to be a costly
operation.
A grant from the Yorkshire Dales Nat ional Park has come at the right
time but at least another £ 100 will have to be raised to buy the timber needed.
Eighteen-year-old Guy Sheppard has been working on the project for five
years and has been th e pupil in charge fo r the past two years.
"The whole obj ect is to get th e whee l turnin g again", he told me. "It
would then come in useful if th ere was another three-day week but it would
mainly be a tourist attracti on ".
There has been a mill on th e site since the 1600's though it is thought
that th e present building, wh ich is used as a sawmill, dates back to 1821.
Originally, it was a corn mill and has also been a woollen mill. The presentday sawmill still uses th e mac hinery once powered by the water wheel.

New leader
"The idea is that the boys should continue to clear out the mill race and
then if some timber could be got we are hoping to get the water wheel in
working order and demonstrate how the mill used to be driven by water
power".

(Photographs by co urtesy of T he Westmorland Gazatte)
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"Communication rather than being impressive" was the aim of the first Open
Weekend and this again has been our aim and should continue to be our aim
in fut ure Open Weekends no matter how they may alter or change their form,

Mr. Frankland said that the mill already attracted many visitors. "There
are no other mills in working order nearby and that is why I am anxious to
preserve it".
He is impressed by the enthusiasm and organisation of the schoolboys
though soon they will have to find a new leader as Guy leaves Sedbergh this
term , hoping to go on to university.
But there is no doubt that the work will go on. It all started off, said Mr.
R. H. Thomas, physics master at the school, following a lecture on indu stri al
archaeology.
The boys, he said, had been given every encouragement by the owner but
everything depended upon their own enthusiasm.
The mill has been tenanted since the second war by a local craftsman,
Mr. Neville Balderston.
"When I first started the mill was driven by the wheel", said Mr.
Balderston. "The changeover was made about 20 years ago bu t all the
equipment is still original.
" Instead of water driving it, it is now driven by elect ricity which is mor e
economic. Bu t I would like to see the wheel working again . ..."

Torrential rain and shorts at half mast
The programme of events followed much the same pattern as last year.
Friday and Saturday aftern oons were occupied by House Matches played
with varying degrees of incomp etence but plenty of humour. The torrential
rain on the latte r afterno on dampen ed the spirits of all but the most ardent
cricke ters! (perhaps the drinks marquee , the absence of which was regretted
by parents , School Prefects and other heavy drinkers , would have done much
to restore spirits!).
Parents had the opportunity of inspecting various activities around the
school and of participating in informal discussions with members of staff on
the Friday evening, though if the 'Discussion Groups' were held earlier in the
evening it would perhaps have been more convenient for some.
The Projects Centre which was on view in its virtually completed state for
the first time was a source of considerable pride to the school. The parents
were undoubtedly impressed with the broad range of facilities and the
ent husiasm with which boys tackled ambitious projects.
The passing of the old school uniform was noted by the parents, largely
without regret and the few pairs of shorts flying at half mast at strategic
points could not be take n as a sign of mourning!
On Saturday mo rning the more adventurous parents visited some classrooms and seemed pleasantl y surprised by the lack of activity and informal
atmosphere throughout! (They were under the impression that this was a
temporary phenomenon !).

Open Weekend 1974
Putting the school on display to parents is a considerable task which
would not succeed without the enthusiastic but well-concealed efforts of
many individuals. Although it may be said that regardless of the amount of
organization the outcome can be unpredictable , by all accounts the aim was
successfully achieved at Open Weekend this year and judging by the many
favourable comments one may assume that Open Weekend is likely to become
a regular feature of the school year.
Many boys claim that such carefully contrived timetables and exhibitions
give an artificial impression of everyday life at Sedbergh, which is indeed
partially true . Nevertheless, this is justifiable by the fact that there is no other
apparantly feasible or convenient means of presenting to the parents a crosssection of our activities in the limited time available.

Necessary innova tion
After the prize -giving and Headm aster's speech in Powell Hall which was
attended by so many parents th at ultimately there was standing room only , a
buffe t luncheon was held in the houses. These were friendly scrums which
called for carefu l mani pulations of plate and drink .
On Sunday there was a chapel service attended by two hundred and fifty
parent s followed by a free day for the boys.
The Open Weekend comes as a welcome break to the boys and is enjoyed,
hopefully, by all. It is a valuable and necessary innovation as the school is
changing rapidly on both the educational and extra-curricular fronts and
the refo re it is desirable that efforts should be made to keep parents as fully
info rmed as possible on the changing scene. As Open Weekends have
undoubtedly proved successful we wish th ose who will organise next year's
event even greater success in communicat ing to parents and visitors not only
the activities available, bu t also something of the intangible and vitally
important spirit of the schoo l.
A. J . Baxendine

Communication
Judging by the number of parents and Old Sedberghians who attended,
almost seven hundred, it is apparent that the two previous Open Weekends
were, perhaps, more acceptable than the usual formal Speech Days. It is
fortunate that not all the visitors turned up to chapel! Many of the parents
commented on the good humour, friendliness and communication that was
apparent throughout the school. Indeed, the purpose of the weekend is
fundamentally one of communication, bringing the parents into close contact
with the staff and boys in their day to day work and leisure activities.
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grasping th e essence of the fight for Winslow as a free Englishman and a sternly
loyal father . Mrs. Th ornely as Grace Winslow, Arthur's eminently practical
wife, had the diffic ult task of making the abandonment of the case a real
possibility when her husband, the protagonist of the other side to the case,
has a bigger part. The crucial point for her is at the beginning of Act Two with
the discussio n of Violet's future; she was convincing in the (difficult on stage)
release of pent-up emotion - and indeed was probably the most 'natural'
acto r on the stage.
It is Cat herine who (as a suffragette) is most interested in the human
rights angle to the case; both she and Sir Robert Morton achieve new insight
into their own lives and attitudes through being involved in the case ; in her
fight against male chauvinism, Catherine discovers that she herself had turned
bigot in her appraisal of anyone who happened to oppose her cause. Morton
finds that despite his luxuriation in his ow n greatness, his true nature, when
the decision has to be made, is to further justice before his own career. These
three major characters were played rema rkably well, capturing their individual
personalities precisely.

THE STAFF PLAY
THE WINSLOW BOY by Terence Rattigan
Avoiding the ten dency to eulogize Sedbergh plays on the grounds that a
good write-up is usually th e Sedb ergh player's only reward , this was nonetheless one of the better performances to be act ed on the Powell Hall stage.
Firstly, it must be said that the play itself is an excellent one ; following the
sequence of events of a real-life cour t case, Rattigan's drama is basically overlaid onto the theme of, as the evening pape r's report of, as Sir Robert Morton
puts it, " the liberty of the individual menaced ... by the new despotism of
bureaucracy". The fight to " let right be done " over Ronnie Winslow's
accusation is fought on two planes : that of reported action from the Courts
and the Commons, and within the Winslow family itself. Within the Winslow

"The fact is, you practised forging Elliot's signature" .

DRAMA EDITORIAL
The past year has seen the performance of several plays, the accounts of
which are to be found in the following pages. The value of these plays to
the people concerned with them should not be underrated. Every production
requires that each member of the cast and stage crew realise his individual
responsibility toward the success of the whole. The type of ex perie nce that is
most frequently retained in the minds of those who have had any involvement
with drama is when the artificial barriers that people create between themselves
by means of social conventions are disposed of, as they are seen to be
unnecessary in the achievement of the desired end.
Fortunately, drama at Sedbergh has always been well sup ported, mainly
owing to the enthusiasm of small groups who have managed to convey their
feeling for the theatre to a wider and, luckily, not totally ind iffe rent number.
A hopeful sign is the establishment of a regular play reading group under the
supervision of Mr. Campbell and Mrs. Weir. At the first meeting at Mr. Weir' s
house, Shaw's "The Devil's Disciple" was read. The group should have a farreaching effect , as long as it does not become restricted to a talented elite.
A. R. Falconer

"Master Ronnie! "

family an interesting situation evolves as 'obvious' principles (justice, liberty)
which have been easy to maintain in the secure, comfortable atmosphe re of
upper middle class society are put to th e test of thei r real worth .
It would have been very easy fo r Ratti gan to have made his characters
stereotyped in emphasizing his theme , but the fact th at Catheri ne, Sir Robert
Morton, and Arthur Winslow are so definit ely ind ividuals makes no t only the
development of the plot, but also the developm ent of th e characters themselves, extremely interesting. The part of Arthur Winslow is prob ably the most
demanding. Intellectually he must exp erience a revaluati on of th e principles
by which he has lived his life - at sixty, no easy thing to do - weighing the
happiness of his family (Catherine's marri age and Dickie' s stud ies at Oxfo rd
are disrupted , Violet the faithful maid's job is threate ned) against his natural
English love of justice. In add ition to this he must phys ically undergo a decline
in health which eventually co nfines him fo r most of the last scene to a wheelchair. In this production Mr. Weir was absolutely convincing, capturing exactly
the mood of Winslow's class in this era just prior to the First World War, and

" That's th e pose I suggest" .
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All the actors were eminently suitable for their parts, particularly the
actual members of the staff, whose own personalities were unavoidably sought
in their acting. For example, who better to play Dickie Winslow , "an Oxford
undergraduate, large , noisy and cheerful" , than Mr. Hildrew? The same applied
to the wistful Desmond Curry, the slightly uncomfortable John Watherstone,
and, of course , the taciturn Fred. However, partly owing to the balance in the
cast between the teaching staff and their less well -known wives, the men on the
whole discarded their 'schoolmaster' images and the play was judged for its
own merits rather than on the recognition of idiosyncrasies. Violet, the 'needsto-be-explained' Cockney maid (somehow unexplained on the Saturday night)
was superb in her unsuccessfully withheld homeliness, whilst the equally
regional Miss Barn es made a success of her part for me with a crushingly bored
tonal inflexion in her enunciation of "Fancy!" during Arthur Winslow's
relation of his son's casebook. And R onnie (the only part to be played by a
boy) acted perfectly competently alongside his seniors in age, especially in the
cross-examination scene with Sir Robert. Perh aps they found it a familiar
situation.
For an amateur production , the performance was of a high standard - the
players themselves handled their roles capably, and the set itself - as usual
designed by Mr. lnglis - was most effective . The main criticism from the boys
was that 'The Winslow Boy' was hardly the sort of play that the majority of
the school would really enjoy since, for all its intellectual value , it presents
nothing of a spe ctacle to grip the audience's attention. One more entertainment - than educationally-minded master commented , perhaps rightly , that
a Brian Rix, Whitehall farce would be more suitable as a staff play since the
masters' characters would add extra humour to already amusing comedy and
make it even better , instead of their attempting to make the boys for get their
classroom identities, which can not always be wholly suc cessful.

Costumes -

Ge ntlem en's
Ladies'

Wigs
Hou se Manager

David Vigar
Gilliam Bamford
Alexander Inglis
And rew Broadbent
Rod eri ck Dickson
C. & W. May , London
Sedb er gh Theatre
Made by th e cast with
assista nce from Jennifer
Hildrew
Wig Creations, London
Keith Starling

efforts of all those involved wit h the production , either as regards the acting
or the special effects. Th e play takes place in a British dug-out during the
Great War and covers th e few day s befor e the Luden do rff offensive of 1918 .
Through the dialogue and the general atmosphere provided by the set , the
play attempts to recreate the effect of the war on the characters of men
fighting on the Western Fron t.

image provides a valuable balance between Stanh ope and Raleigh .
Thro ughou t the play an unde rcurrent of humour is sustained, mainly
through the characters of the caricature - like Private Mason and the rather
specious 2/ Lt. Trotter. The emnity felt by these two towards each other, who
are of not totally dissimilar .backgro und s, was made especially evident by
R. C. Swan . Perhaps one of the most impressive single moments of acting
during the whole play was the scene in which 2/ Lt. Hibbert's cowardice comes
to light , with Stanho pe skilfully calming the hysterical character down. The
other par ts were played well and all helped to make the play a success. Finally,
it m ust be said t hat the scenery produced for the play, together with the
perfectly co -ordinated light and sound effects, contributed a great deal to the
gene ral effectiveness of the production , and helped in providing the
atmosphere of uneasy expectation, which is an integral part of the play.

WINDER HOUSE PLAY
JOURNEY 'S EN D by R. C. Sherriff
The Win der House presentation of R. C. Sherri ffs " Jo urney' s End" will
probably stand out in the minds of the aud ience as a mor e memorable
performance than most other house plays, and this is entirely due to the

"I'd like to come with y ou, sir ; don't want to get lost".
" He was conscious when we picked him up , sir" .

TIl E CAST
Ronnie Winslow
Violet
Arthur Winslow
Grace Winslow
Catherine Wi'1slow
Dickie Winslow
John Watherstone
Desmond Curry
Miss Barnes
Fred
Sir Robert Morton

Richard Greenwood
Alice lnglis
Colin Weir
Jennife r Thornely
Angela Lavers
Robin Hildrew
David Bam fo rd
Ewen Campbell
Dorcas Thomas
David Vigar
John Challoner
" We sme lt this funny sickly smell , it was a blinkin' may tree".

Pr oduced by Ange la Lavers
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The three charact ers that th e play largely foc uses on are Cap ta in
Stanhope, 2/Lt. Raleigh and Lt. Osborne. All three have bas ically sim ilar backgrounds and it is in each individual appro ach to the sit uatio n th ey ar e pla ced
in that provides the play's main int er est. Rale igh , wh o still wo rship s his
public school hero , Stanhope , receives a co ld resp on se to his yo u thful
adulation from him on joining St anhope's company. Th e relat ion sh ip between
the two skilfully reflects the change s th at have occu rred in St anhop e . The
audience was lucky enough to be given a disciplined and sym pa thetic port ray al
by H. R. Sellers of a man trying to anaes t he tise th e pr essur es of war with
alcohol and destroying himsel f in th e process. It woul d have been all too easy
to give a performance that went beyond the general limits of cre dibility. Th e
barrier created by St anhop e between himself and Raleigh is never lowe red
until the latter is fatall y woun ded. The part of Lt. Osbo rne was played with
admirable effectiveness by R. J . Dick inson , whose sympat het ic "uncle"

THE CAST in order of appearance
Capt. Hardy
Lt. Osborne
Privat e Mason
LICpl. Broughton
2/ Lt. Raleigh
Capt. Stanhop e
2/ Lt. Tr otte r
2/Lt. Hibb ert
C.S.M.
Th e Colonel
A Germ an Soldier
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D. L. Birchenall
R. J . Dickinson
R . C. Swan
M. W. Pax ton
A. J . Green
H. R. Sellers
W. M. A cro ft

R. G. Harris
t. G . Fell
A. J . Lin dop
P. ' . B:m c.' ll

Globe. The anxious political situation in 1599, the extreme concern over
succession to the throne, the constant dangers of possible rebellion and of the
assassination of the aged Elizabeth made this era of Roman history extremely
significant for late sixteenth century England .

Produced by Angela Lavers
Stage Manager
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Scenery
Sound
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Mr. J. O. Morris
A. G. N. Jackson, B. M. Bannister, S. I. McKay,
R. H. Davison, J. W. Garden, D. H. J. Furniss,
A. P~ Graham, J. M. Thornton, R. J. Crabtree.
Mr. A. Inglis and Mr. B. Hemingway assisted by
R. M. Ormondroyd and R. N. Greenwood.
R. J. Sutcliffe and M. N. Ellse.
Mr. A. F. Thomas asisted by R. A. Broadbent,
R. N. Dickson and J. J. Wilby
Mrs. Meadows, Miss Priestley, Sedbergh School
C.C.F. , Parents, Staff, and C. H. Fox Ltd. (London)
Mr. J . Stobbart

SCHOOL PLAY
JULIUS CAESAR by William Shakespeare
In recent years the question has often arisen of whether houses choosing
plays with large casts for production on Powell Hall stage, mainly in an
attempt to include as many boys in a house as possible, have not, in doing so,
considerably narrowed their chances of dramatic success. It is often rather
obvious in such plays that while a cast may be hard-working and show a
certain degree of perception in the interpretation of their individual parts,
the extent of actual dramatic awareness and natural talent exhibited is
unfortunately limited. Consequently the revival of the 'school play', with the
possibilities of drawing from the best dramatic talent in every house, was a
much welcomed and greatly appreciated achievement.
Choosing such a well-known Shakespearean play as "Julius Caesar" has
had its advantages in this case. A play with which the audience is so familiar
is bound to arouse strong criticism and argument concerning the producer's
interpretation, and to reach the audience in such a way is every producer's
intention. Added to this , "Julius Caesar" is remarkably suited to the 'school
play', for Shakespeare has left many ambiguities in this play, with the result
that the compatibility of the producer's interpretation with the cast's acting
ability is facilitated. The range of interpretation is wide. It is a historical play ,
a tragedy, or even a play about Nemesis? Is there a tragic hero, ifso, who?
Or should the pathos be shared by several characters? What is the theme of
the play? It is the history of a rebellion, a warning of the dangers of rebellion,
liberty versus tyranny or republicanism versus absolute monarchy? The play
certainly had contemporary significance at the time of its premiere at the

Antony and showed a great knowledge of the subtle irony often inherent in
this character's speech. He instilled a natural lucidity and constancy into the
character of an opportunist who, while being genuinely moved at Caesar's
death, will use the same event to his personal gain. J. H. Aldersley was well
suited to the part of Octavius and expressed well the clear, analytical mind of
the military strategist.
The speech in the play was, on the whole, very well projected and
enunciated. However, this quality was not so apparent in the case of the minor
conspirators, who tended to mumble or talk too quickly, although S. N. Tulip,
as Casca, acted and spoke his part admirably. An important aspect of the play
which unfortunately was rather limited in its approach was that of the
fickleness of the mob. Its vacillation seemed all too spontaneous and those
citizens who had individual lines in the text were drowned out by the jeers or
cheers of the rest, so that the direction and extent of the sway was made
indistinguishable. Surprise and admiration was felt by the audience at the
special effects which were presented in an interpretation of the assassination,
acted en tirely and very effectively in slow motion, and the murder of Cinna
and poet and the battle at Philippi, both of which were acted under
stroboscopic light.
Finally, mention must be made of those who helped Mr. Inglis with the
scenery and of those responsible for lighting and sound effects. Our thanks
must go to these people, to an obviously hard-working cast and, indeed, to
everybody who contributed to this valuable and stimulating entertainment.

THE CAST

Julius Caesar
Octavious Caesar
Marcus Antonius
M. Aemilius Lepidus
Cicero
Publius
Popilius Lena
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Marcus Brutus
Caius Cassius
Casco
Trebonius
Caius Ligarius
Decius Brutus
Metellus Cimber
Cinna

"What say'st thou to me now?" (Photograph by courtesy of The Westmorland
Gazette)
The most successful interpretation is that which develops all possible
themes inherent in the work, and Mr. Bamford's interpretation achieved this
most impressively on Powell Hall stage. A talented and aware cast presented
its audience with a most enjoyable evening's entertainment. G. W. B. Naylor,
playing Julius Caesar, invested the character with a despotic coldness which
was most effectively brought out by the indifferent pomposity of his vocal
tone . This obvious evocation of the tyrant was sufficiently altered in the rare
moments of emotion such as his love in speaking to Calpurnia and Decius,
and in his shrewd judgement of Cassius' character, to make possible the
ambiguity left by Shakespeare between the interpretation of Caesar as a justly
killed tyrant and that of a foully murdered great prince. J. D. Shaw must be
commended on an effective and revealing understanding of the powerful and
noble cause,which Brutus strives to reason out within himself. His dramatic
expression both in word and action revealed to his audience the great inward
turmoil possessing the character, arousing at the same time a considerable
degree of pathos. J. K. Eskdale in his presentation of Cassius showed the
ability to dwell within the innermost concerns of a very turbulent although
influential mind, and achieved tragic stature in his last scenes - a pathos
which Titinius puts into words after Cassius' death. 'Alas, thou hast misconstru'd everything'. A. R. Falconer has the very difficult part of Mark

!

Flavius
Marullus

Conspirators
against
Caesar

}

Tribunes

S. I. Wright
S. Smith
G. P. Brooksbank
J. D. Shaw
J. K. Eskdale
S. N. Tulip
S. M. Jokelson
J. W. J. Spencer
R. S. Bassett
R. M. Naylor
D. C. Crossman
J . G. Coles
P. G. Mathews
J. M. H. Taylor

Cinna, a poet

J. E. Buckley

A Soothsayer

S. D. J. Hall

Varro
Claudius
Clitus
Strato
Lucius
Dardanius
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Senators

G. W. B. Naylor
J. H. Aldersley
A. R. Falconer
C. E. Brown-Hurries

Artemidorus, a Sophist

Lucilius
Titinius
Messala
Young Cato
Volumnius

"Know I these men that come along with you?"

Triumvirs after
the death of
JOOus Caesar

Friends
to Brutus
and Cassius

C. B. Walker
C. W. A. Thornely
J. G. Coles
R. M. Naylor
J. M. H. Taylor

Servants
to Brutus

S. M. Jokelson
S. Smith
S. I. Wright
J. C. Malins-Smith
R. W. Brock
J. T. D. Trueman

Pindarus, servant to Cassius
A servant to Caesar
A servant to Antony
A servant to Oct avius
A carpenter and 1st citizen
A cobbler
2nd citizen
3rd citizen
4th citizen
5th citizen

M. C. Whitc her
A. G. Milne
T. J. Bulmer
R . N. G reen wood
C. B. Walker
M. C. Whitcher

CaIpurnia, Caesar's wife
Po rt ia, Brutus' wife

P. N. J . App legarth
N. S. Corder

Calpumia's maid
Po rt ia's maid

W. M. Tulip
M. S. Holman

Costumes mad e by wives and staff, matrons and friends of the school under
th e dire ction of Mrs. C. J . Bennett.
Milita ry co stumes and wigs: Charles H. Fo x Ltd. , London
Pub licit y : 1. C. N. Mackay, D. W. West , M. S. Livingstone
Hous e Manager: Mr. R . E. Hildrew.

C. E. Brown-Hurries
M. W. Spencer
J . T. D. True man
M. A. Bayley

...

Citizen s, Senators and Soldiers:
P. N. H. Barker, P. J. D. Bonthro ne, J. A. Buckley , S. D. Bush, N. A. Cemm,
P. H. Collison, R. W. Comwallis, J . N. Coulthard, R. J. Crabtree, 1. W. A.
DonaId, P. W. Downey, R. J . Elliott, R. G. Elphick, J . N. Gray, S. N. Guest ,
W. J. Hart, D. W. Hughes, P. R. Jokelson, J . R. T. Kaye, W. E. H. Long,
H. S. Low, S. 1. McKay, R . W. Maddox, N. A. MaIins-Smith, J . O. Marsden,
A. G. Milne, J. R. L. Moxon, A. L. Nevill, C. R. Parker , A. G. Pendleton,
A. R. H. Robertson, N. A. Smith, A. D. Sturla, D. J. L. Swann, M. G. Turner,
J. R. Wilton, A. N. Wright.

" For ever and for ever farewell, Brutus",

Ist XI
There were seven old colours back this year giving considerable depth to
the batting, and a strong opening attack . On reflection a basis fo r a successful
season, which it proved to be. Th e side was unbeaten in school matc hes,
defeated the Oxford University Authentics and gave the M.C.C. and the
Northern Nomads very close games which were ultimately drawn . Certainly
a record to be pleased with.
The two most exciting matches from the Sedbergh point of view were th e
wins at Rossall and against Ampleforth at Sedbergh. Rossall , batting first on a
firm dry wicket, were contained by the accurate bowling of Weston , Birch enall ,
Outhwaite and Carr. They were only able to declare at tea leaving Sed bergh
120 minutes for the 145 runs required to win. Th e target was obtained th anks
to an excellent attacking innings of 55 by the capta in, W. J. R. AlIen , whi ch
lasted exactly 55 minutes. Carr , Roberts and Weston co ntinued to score runs
at the required rate and the winning run came at 6 .15 . Against Ampl eforth a
last wicket partnership added 2 5 runs to the Ampleforth total leaving Sed bergh
with a target of 150 to win in just over tw o hours. Sedbergh lost th eir fir st

Produced b y Mr. D. N. Darnford
Stage Manager
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three wickets for 12 before a remarkable stand of 127 between R. W. D.
Birchen aIl (73) and H.D.E. Roberts (58 not out), scoring at more than a run
a minute, turned defeat into an excellent victory.
It was clear that the batting was capable of scoring runs quickly and the
most successful games were those in which Sedbergh batted second. The first
five ba tsme n all scored over 200 runs in the season, and W. J. R. Alien with
365 once again proved to be the most consistent performer. The opening pair,
Carr and Alien , got the side off to a good start. They put on 50 for the first
wicket on 5 occasions. R. W. D. Birchenall and H. D. E. Roberts both played
some fine innings and both show the temperament and skill needed for good
battin g.
C. D. West on , the secre tary, in h is third year in the side was not required
to bat as often thi s season. However, he bow led better than ever and ended up
th e lead ing wicke t taker. A. W. A. Ou th waite's presence at cover point was a
feature of the fielding of the side and he must have saved as many runs there
as he has scored in the two seasons he has been in the side.
Th e one weakness this year was the lack of an experienced spinner. F. A.
K. John son and D. H. W. Mount both picked up 14 wickets each bowling off
spinners but neith er really had the penetration to bowl sides out on good
wickets.

CRICKET 1973

R. P. Hinton
W. N. Bertram , J . P. Edmondson, R. C. Jo wett,
A. P. B. Pro ffitt , D. F. Ward , M. St. J . Whit field
Mr. A. lnglis
C. C. 1. Bu rnett , J . D. Thomson
Mr. B. Hemingway assisted by J . W. Garden
Mr. A. F. Thomas, R. A. Broadben t , J . J . Wilby ,
A. J. Green
Mr. A. B. Champniss, Mr. R. W. Moore, R. N. Dickson,
M. T. 1. Wright
D. J. Pownall
Mrs. G. M. C. Thornely, Mrs. R. H. Thomas
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Looking back on the season one realises th at the improved wicket, due
to the hard work of the groundsman, Mr. Ingleby, and .the gift of covers have
been a major contributory factor to the success this summer. The side' played
some excellent cricket and there were several 2nd XI players who in a no rmal
year would have made the 1st Xl. The fact that it remained unchanged
throughout the season was indicative of the experience and confide nce of the
team.
Once again no account of a Sedbergh cricket season would be complete
without a word of thanks to Mr. Melville for his services as umpi re and to all
those concerned with providing meals in the pavilion.

The best game was against Queen Elizabeth G.S. Blackburn who produced
two quite exceptional players each of whom made a 50, and after this
onslaught the 2nd XI batted in a rather careworn and dispirited fashion.
Results: Won 1. Lost 1. Drawn 4. Abandoned 1.
Ston yhu rst 103 (Wilkinson 4-23). Sedbergh 104-6 (Moonie 29 N.O.). Won.
Masters 112-9 dec. (Lings 5-39). Sedbergh 95-8 (Moonie 23) . Drawn.
Queen Elizabeth G.S. Blackburn 121-2 dec. Sedbergh 57. Lost.
Rossall101-9 dec. Sedbergh 63-7. Drawn.
Sedbergh 65 (Wilkinson 24). Barrow 8-0 R.S.P. Abandoned.
Sedbergh 151-6 dec. (Harris 37 , Umbers 52) . Durham 65-4. Drawn.
Lancaster R.G.S. 105 (Moonie 5-19). Sedbergh 100-9 (Lindop 45). Drawn.

Team: W. J. R. Allen, C. D. Weston, F. J. M. Carr, A. W. A. Out hwait e,
H. D. E. Roberts, F. A. K. John son, S. G. G. Brown, D. K. Gill, R. W. D.
Birchenall, M. Braithwaite-Exley, D. H. W. Mount. The whole team was
awarded colours.

CAVALIERS 1973
Results: Played 14. Won 5. Drew 6. Lost 2. Abandoned I.

Leading Averages
Batting
W. J. R. Allen
H. D. E. Roberts
F. A. K. Johnson
R. W. D. Birchenall
F. J. M Carr
Bowling
R. W. D. Birchenall
F. A. K. Johnson
C. D. Weston
D. H. W. Mount
A. W. A. Outhwaite

I
13
12
10
14
14
150
77.1

252
91
128

N.O.
I
3
I
2
1

R.
365
239
225
298
219

H.S.
71n.o.
58n.o.
56
73
62

Ave
30.4
26.5
25.0
24 .8
16.8

36
12
77
14
27

321
213
494
262
354

25
14
27
14
17

12.8
15.2
18.2
18.7
20 .8

Six of the seven fixtures were played 'away'. Stonyhurst, Rossall and
Ulverston were well beaten ; we managed to hold on for a draw against
Heversham ; rain interrupted an interesting new fixture at Lancaster University
and we lost to both Lime House and Barnard Castle.
R. Abbott and D. Isherwood generally captained the XI, with able
assistance from Bullock, Smalley and S. Whitehead , Sutcliffe, Abbott and P.
Whitehead scored most of the runs although B. Budge contributed 32 against
Rossall and 23 for against us for a depleted Ulverston XI. Isherwood ,
Galbraith , Bullock and M. Budge proved our most effective pace bowlers Galbraith 's 6 for 8 against Ulverston being particularly memorable . Naylor
(5 for 36 against Lime House) and Wood J. (5 for 63 against Stonyhurst) had
thei r mo ments of success whilst Blue deserves mention for some incredible
performances in the out-field.
All things considered, it was another enjoyable Cavalier season . The
weather was good ; we travelled rather more widely than some would have
wished meeting with varying success on the field and considerable hospitality
off it. Particularly, did we enjo y the Lime House fixture.
Previous Cavaliers may be interested to leam that we have last been
banished from the Malim Lodge Pitch .
The following represented the Cavaliers XI 1973:
S. Whitehead , J. Wood, T. Rigg, R. Abbott , H. Sutcliffe, M. Smalley ,
J. Bullock , I. Galbra ith , S. Townley, D. Isherwood , P. Whitehead , M. Budge,
B. Budge, N. Cockcroft, A. Goad, G. Meldrum , G. Naylor , A. Richardson ,
A. Lindop , P. Appleyard, P. Harper , S. Bottomley , A. Gregory , R. Blue,
R. Rabagliati , T. Elliott, C. Smith, N. Johnson, C. Bargh, T. Parker , P. Clark.

2nd XI 1973
The 1973 season was yet another spoilt by too many drawn games. The

XI had one victory, ne lost game, four draws and one game abandoned in the
face of a torrential downpour.
The side was captained sensibly by Harris; Wilkinson W. B., Moonie and
Ungs were the most successful bowlers, and the most consistent batsman was
probably Moonie , the elder statesman of the side, although the best individual
innings were Umbers' 52 against Durham and a most impressively co mpiled 45
by Undop against Lancaster R. G. S.

v. Lancaster University (A). Abandoned .
v. Limehouse (A). Lost.
v. Heversham (A) . Drawn.
v. Ulverston (H) . Won.
v. Barnard Castle (A) . Lost.

or two outsta nding individuals essenti al for success at this level. The standard
of the cricket played by the team improved considerably during the term
because several net sessions were held at which various members of the staff
and 1st XI kind ly helped with the coaching.
The first two match es were played very early in the term and wet weather
almost prevent ed any preliminary practice. The Stonyhurst game was drawn
but Giggleswick won iruwhat must rate as the nadir of the season. After an
unfortu nate injury to one of their opening batsmen Rossall collapsed but were
rescued by the determined resistance of their tail-enders. Sedbergh lacked the
enterprise to score runs at a fast eno ugh rate to win, and a draw was a fair
result. Durham proved weak opposition but defended stubbornly enough to
obtai n a draw. Against Lancaster the team fought hard but could not cope
with a good bowler on a bad wicket. Lancaster, in their turn, were made to
battle for their victory.
Slater proved to be a very capable captain.

COLTS A
Unbeaten for a second successive season, the Colts again developed into a
good all-round side. They were well captained by J . J. Rogers, whose keenness
and knowledge of the game, as well as his other cont ributions with bat and
ball, played a large part in the Xl's success. C. W. A. Thornely became a
reliable opening bat, D. L. Birchenall bowled fast and accurately and hit hard.
J. A. Stewart advanced both as a wicket-keeper and batsman, while P.
Radcliffe , who topped the bowlin g averages with 30 wickets , proved too good
for most opponents. All the others played their parts when runs , wicke ts or
catches were needed and most have it in them to be 1st XI players in the next
few seasons, provided they realise that cricket is a " sideways-on" game and
that all the skills must be worked at if success is to be attained.

The following played for Colts B 1973 :
H. M. Allinson, P. N. Barker, P. J. Bates, M. A. Bayley , C. J. Brockbank,
J. N. Coulthard, J . R. Downs, N. W. Horler, R. A. Huck, J. M. Johnstone ,
R. A. J. Kitson, D. V. Longfield, C. R. Parker, S. A. Slater, J. M. Thornton,
M. H. Wilson , M. J . Wilson, D. A. Woodman .
Results: Played 5. Drawn 3. Lost 2.

The team:
J. J. Rogers (captain), D. L. Birchenall , C. W. A. Thornely, J . A. Stewart,
P. Radcliffe, S. A. B. Daniels, M. N. Brown , D. J. Ikin, C. B. Walker , R. N.
Atkinson , O. D. Wilkinson.

Ston yhu rst 127-8 dec. (M. H. Wilson 5-32) . Sedbergh 95-7 (Horler 38,
C. J. Brockbank 27 n.o.). Drawn.
Sedbergh 32. Giggleswick 33-2. Lost.
Rossall 87 (Allison 7. 10). Sedbergh 64-7). Drawn.
Sedbergh 147-7 (C. J . Brockhank 27, Thornton 25). Durham 45 -9 (Barket
4. 14). Drawn.
Sedbergh 46 . Lancaster R.G.S. 48-4. Lost.

Also played:
J. M. V. Mathers , J. P. Birtwell, R. P. M. Hudson.
Results: Played 9. Won 7. Drawn I . Aband oned 1.
v. Stonyhurst. Won by 66 runs.
v. Giggleswick. Won by 48 runs.
v, Rossall. Won by 49 runs.
v. St. Peter's, York. Abandoned.
v. the Masters. Drawn.
v. Ampleforth. Won by 93 runs.
v. Durham . Won by 81 runs .
v. Lancaster R.G.S. Won by 89 runs .
v. Barnard Castle. Won by 7 1 runs.

HOUSE MATCH FINAL 1973
Evans v. Winder. Evans 185 all out.
Evans won by 19 run s.

After a delayed start because of heavy overnight rain Evans House began
their innings on a damp but placid pitch. Harris and Smalley put on 43 for the
first wicket at a run a minuteand Evans appeared well placed. The middle
order batsmen were not able to capitalise 011 this good start and some excellent
bowli ng by Lindop, whose figures at this stage read 9 overs, 6 maidens, 4
wickets for 6 runs, resulted in an Evans collapse to 81-7. However Carr, who
had been watching wickets falling from the security of the non striker's end,

Results: Won 3. Lost 2. Drawn I. Abandoned I.
v. Stonyhurst (A). Won .
v. Rossall (A). Won .
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Winder 166 all out.

COLTS B
This year 's team contained several promising cricke ters but lacked the one
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now began to assert himself. With help from Harper and Dodd he was able to
add an other 100 runs, 88 of them off his own bat. Evans were finally all out
for 185 .
Winde r began th eir innings confidently and AlIen raced to 28 in quarter
of an hour before being L.B.W. to a somewhat injudicious shot. Lindop and
Birch enall then batted very competently adding 50 runs in as many minutes.
The problems of balancing runs, wickets and minutes now proved too much
fo r the remaining Winder batsmen , and in spite of a really excellent innings of
83 from Birchenall who at one time looked as though he was going to win the
game for Winder in a matter of minutes on his own , the innings ended with
the to tal 166 . Evans thus became the winners of an excellent final in which
fort unes ebbed and flowed con tinually . A great deal of Evans House's success
in this match was due to their very fine catching and ground fielding.

Thereafter, the team had a moderately successful season as the list of
results shows. The West Riding Fire Service, regular opponents for many years,
were unable to raise a team and will cease to exist as a unit next year. Their
place in the list of fixtures was taken by Heversham Grammar School.
Water Polo games were played in several matches and are becoming
popular. In the match against Heversham diving was included for the first
time for some years. This event is a good addition to a match and we hope
to have it regularly in the future.
The standards competition and the swimming sports took place as usual,
at the end of tenn amid scenes of great enthusiasm. Evans House were
dominant this year and were not seriously challenged for first place.

Funds have still not been available for conversion of the grass co urts and
we are still very short of court space - especially in wet weather. This year
we have arranged to hire the two hard courts of Sed bergh L.T .C. o n the hal fdays and this has proved a great boon.
Miss Crossley continued her coaching on Fridays and this was a great help
to the team and also in bringing on young players.

against their sons, both of whom were in this year's team. Youth was narrowly
triumphant.

Match Results:
v. Lancaster R. G. S. : Senior won 62-30. V.15 lost 3442.
v. Ampleforth and Worksop: Senior 2nd to Ampleforth 61-60-33;
V.l5 2nd to Ampleforth 58~-38~-35
v. Bradford G.S. Senior: lost 36-62.
v. Newcastle R.G.S.: Senior won 4443. V.15 lost 3442.
v. Stonyhurst: Senior lost 40-58.
v, Durham: Senior lost 35-63. V.l5 lost 3447.
v. Heversham G.S. : "A" team won 5741. V.15 won 64~-33~;

PANTERS FINAL 1973
Evans beat School House by 12 runs.
The weather behaved kindly for the Panters final which was played on
ewfield bet wee n Sch ool House and Evans . Evans won the toss and decided
to ba t on an alm ost perfect batting wicket. However, their decision appeared
sligh tly suspect when their first few batsmen were dismissed without having
put ma ny runs on th e board , but the situation was rescued by Brown, the
Evans cap tain, wh o was abl y supported by Daniels, and their example managed
to lift the rest o f the team which was finally out for 121 , the wicket takers
being Bro oksbank , Alder sley and Mathers.
School Hou se star ted sco ring runs at a steady pace but at the same time
they were losing wickets ; an d wh en Aldersley was out the odds were certainly
on Evans. How ever , gallant resistan ce by Lock and Durrans kept the issue in
doubt, bu t when th ey were gone the side was soon out for 109 , the wickets
being shared eq ua lly between Daniels and Brown .
Evans went in to bat again with Sch ool House needing to infli ct a collapse
to have any chance . When they failed to do thi s, it became obvious they were
fighting a losing battle and the y conce de d making Evans House the winners.

TENNIS 1973
The tennis six this year developed into the strongest team that the school
has fielded for many years. The strength of the team lay in its depth - the
third pair being almost as good as the first pair. The team lost to Fettes but
won all its other school matches, its victory over Stonyhurst being the first for
twelve years. Against club sides they lost narrowly to Craven L.T.C. at Gargrave
and they were convincingly beaten by a very strong East Lancashire side.
The first pair for most of the season were Hardie, the captain, and James.
They were both fine players but unfortunately they never really clicked as a
doubles pair and they eventually split up. Ellis and Alexander were a very
sound and steady second pair and Smith and McWilliam an unusually good
third pair. Chadwick, captain of the seconds, played a number of games with
the team. He developed into a really good tennis player, and the team was just
as strong when he was included. The second team had a good season. They
won against Giggleswick first team and Fettes second team but they were
beaten by Stonyhurst and Sedbergh L.T.C. Colours were awarded to the
whole of the first team and also to Chadwick.
We invited a team of twelve O.S.s for the O.S. matches and played a series
of friendly games. A remarkable feature of the day was the appearance of
W. G. Alexander with his four sons . Hamish was in this year's team and his
father and his three brothers played for the O.S.s. James' father (W. R.) also
played for the O.S.s and he and W. G. Alexander played together in a match

SWIMMI G, SUMMER 1973
The first competi tive events of the season were the John Parry Relays at
Brad ford Grammar Sch ool in whi ch some 15 schools from the North of
England competed. As usual , the standard was high and we failed to qualify
for any of th e final s, ou r best performance being in the heats of the Colts
Medley Relay wh ere we returned the 9th best time out of 15.
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Results:
First VI
v. Masters won 54.
v. Stonyhurst won 6-3 .
v. Rossall won 8-2.
v. East Lanes rained off at 0-5

v. Ampleforth won 6-3 .
v. Fettes lost 4-5.
v. Craven L.T.C . lost 4-5 .
v, Leeds G.S. won 5 ~-3 ~ .

Second VI
v. Stonyhurst lost 4-5.
v. Giggleswick won 6-3 .

v. Fettes won 7-2
v. Sedbergh L.T.C. lost 3-6 .

ATHLETICS 1973
Although our remedy last year was to strengthen our field events, there
were still weaknesses here which lost us vital points. It was com fo rt ing,
though , to see the results in the Junior Field events becoming better, an
encouraging sign for next year.
Our strength was mainly in the track events, especially in the sprints , with
Murray and Harper making these races of their own. In the lon g distance races
Sawday met with little real opposition. P. N. Harper , W. J. G. Reeves and C. J .
Hargreaves were awarded their colours.
At the end of terrn Murray , Metcalfe , Reeves and Sawday competed in th e
London Athletic Club inter-schools meeting. Murray proved his high and
consistent level of sprinting by coming first in the 100 m . and the 400 m. ; h is
time in the latter put his performance among the 10 best of the year.
The end of term Athletics Sports were won by Evans House , with
Sed gwick second. Records were set by Murray in the lOO m . and 400 m. ,
Harper in the 200 m. , Hargreaves in the Shot and Birchenall in the javelin.
Moon beat the Middle High Jump record by 9 cm., and Pescod now hold s th e
junior 100 m. record.

The Tennis VI, 1973.
B. K. Smith; M. S. Ellis; H. McK. Alexander;
J. P. McWilliam; J. D. Hardie; R. W. E. R. James.
At Wimbledon this year Hardie and James and Ellis and Alexander played
in the Youll Cup and Barr and Edwards played in the Thomas Bowl. We were
put out in the first round of the Youll.Cup, Hardie losing the deciding singles
match and Stonyhurst took their revenge in the plate. Barr and Edwards
defeated Radley in the first round of the Thomas Bowl and were defeated in
a very close match with Wellington in the second round.
An innovation this year was a visit to Harrogate Ladies' College. After
mixed tennis in the afternoon the girls entertained the team to a dinner they
had prepared themselves. This proved to be a most enjoyable occasion and it
is hoped to be that it will be repeated in future years.
The Alban Cup was again keenly contested this year and the final between
Winder and Sedgwick produced some excellent tennis. Winder won the cup
by 3-0.
A ladder was instituted this year and it has proved to be a great success.
House courts have now largely been superseded by ladder matches. Boys play
against a greater variety of opponents and the games are much more evenly
matched. It also enables a boy to gain "promotion" in th e tennis world and it
provides a ranking for all of the tennis players in the school.

Results:
v. Ampleforth: Senior lost 63-74 ; Junior lost 68-70.
v. Denstone and Rossall : Senior : Rossell 98 , Denstone 96. Sedbergh 81 ;
Junior : Rossall 97 , Denstone 93 ~ , Sedbergh 7 5~ .
v. Giggleswick : Senior won 80-57 ; Junior won 8 2-56.
End of term Sports:

I. Evans 540 ; 2 . Sedgwick 492 ; 3. Powe1l436 ; 4 . Winder 381 ;
5. Hart 377 ; 6. Lupton 187 ; 7. School House 147.
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The 1st XV , 1973.

FOOTBALL REVIEW

Lent term 19 74
West of Scotland Colts were unable to raise a side and the games against
Gosforth and Headingly Colts had to be cancelled because of rain . The
remaining fixtures against Anti-Assassins , Luddites and Northern Colts were
played on a very wet and muddy pitch. The school lost the first two but
decisively won the last game.
Vaughan , a strong and powerful wing, proved an able and enthusiastic
captain. Harper, a fast and elusive centre , was a good secretary and captained
the side well in the Lent term. Bo t h these are to be congratulated, the former
on being selected to play for Yorkshire U 19 XV and to captain the England
Youth XV, the latter on being selected to play for the Yorkshire and England
U19 sides and to to ur Australia with the England U19 party in the summer.
Ro ber ts, who took over the secretarial du ties in the Lent term , performed
them efficiently and was the most versatile player on the side . Among the
forwards , McMullan, a fast and tireless lock and Jo we tt, a fast improving
lineout player, deserve mention.
My thanks are due to K. P. W. and all who assisted in the running of the
game throughout the school and to all who entertained visiting teams and
masters.

1st XV
MichaeImas term 1973
A back division with m or e spee d than for some years past and a pack of
forwards that could , on occasio n, produce a supply of good balls resulted in
a reasonably successful season. Of the eleven m atches played, seven were won
and four lost. The main pr oblem , o ne which was never completely solved , was
to establish a sound front row which could guarantee its own ball from the
tight scrum and so lay th e basis for goo d bal l from ruck and maul. As a result ,
against good packs , the backs were starved of sufficie nt possession. The main
criticisms to be levelled again st the backs were some poor finishing among the
three-quarters and a certain lack of tac tical knowhow at half-back.
The mo ving of O.S. week end to the Winte r term proved a great success
and in a closely fou ght match th e XV emerged victorious by 10 points to 7.
An easy victory over Durham was followed by a most encouraging and
convincing win over Newc astl e R .G.S. The school scored what must be one of
the best tries see n on Buskholm e in this game. A tackle by Bro adbent on the
half-way line saw th e for wa rds drive the ball to within thirty yards of the
opponents' line and , with th e defen ce in disarray , the ball was whipped along
the back-line for th e resulting quick heel for Vaughan to score.
Th e match agains t Brad fo rd provided a contrast in styles, Bradford bein g
heavier and stronger up front and Sedbergh faster outside. A magnificent
contest ensued with th e result in doubt up till the final whistle. Indeed , had
the side not become over-excited in the closing stages, they could well have
won . Reaction set in when th e team met Lancaster R.G .S. and they were a
little flattered to win 16-9. In app alling conditions the XV met Ampleforth
and , against th e run of play , found themselves 6-0 down at half-time. In the
second half, with their hal f-back s adapting themselves better, Ampleforth
gradually took cont ro l and deservedly won 13-0.

R C. J o wett ; E. D. Home ; R. M. C. Harris ; R. C. Swan ; P. C. R. Hill ; J . G. McMulIan; R. A. Broadbent ; R. P. Stott; N. J. R. Houston ; T. N. F. Edwards (back row).
J . W. Wood; P. N. Harp er ; D. M. Va ughan (ca p t.); H. D. E. Roberts; M. S. EIlis.
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Th e following represented the 1st XV:
*E. D. Holme ; *D. M. Vaughan; *P. N. Harp er; *R . A. Broad ben t ; P. C. R.
Hill; *H. D. E. Ro berts; *T . N. F. Edwards ; *R . M. C. Harr is; *J. W. Wood ;
R. C. Swan ; *J. G. McMullan ; *R. C. Jowett ; *R. P. Stott; N. J . R. Houston ;
*M. S. Ellis.
*Awarded 1st XV Colours .
R esul ts - Michaelmas Term
v. O.S.s 10-7. Won.
v. Durham 68·6. Won.
v. Newcastle R.G.S. 26-4. Won.
v. Bradfo rd G.S. 15·1 9 . Lost.
v. Lancaster R.G.S. 16·9 . Won .
v. Ampleforth 0 -13 . Lost.
v. St. Bees 19-9. Won .
v. The King's School , Canterbury 13-6. Won
v. RossallI1-24. Lost
v. Uppingham 9-3. Won.
v. Loretto 3·10. Lost.

After half-term the side made rather heavy weather of defeating St. Bees,
who led 9-0 after as man y minutes, an d it wasn't till mid -way through the
second half that th e team took th e lead . Two scores late in the second half
enabled the side to de feat King's Sch ool, Canterbury , who were unforntuate
to los e the service s o f th eir ce nt re, Newe ll, in the closing stages. At Rossall an
inability to use th e wind to advantage meant that , though the pack produced
an adequate supply of ball , th e team found themselves behind at half-time .
Reduced to fourteen men , t hey came with in a poi nt of Rossall's score after
ten minutes of the second half, bu t wit h Rossall dominating up front more
and more they wer e well beaten at the end . In an undistinguished game the
XV defeated Uppingham . Against a st rong Loretto side with a gale forc e wind
at their backs th e team were on ly 3-0 ahead at half-time. Relen tlessly pinned
in their own 2 5 fo r th e wh ole of the seco nd ha lf they conceded two scores and
lost 10·3 .

Lent Term
v. West of Scotland . Cancelled .
v. Gosforth. Cancelled.
Anti-Assassins 10-20. Lost.
Luddites. 17-28 . Lost.
Headingly . Cancelled.
Northern . 24-0 . Won .
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v. Amp leforth (A) 0·13. Lost.
v. Rossall (H) 19·0. Won.
v. Kirkby Lonsdale (H) 12-3 . Won.
v, Lytham (H) 13·0. Won.

2nd XV
The 2nd XV were outplayed by a more de termined team over at
Ampleforth but otherwise won the school matches. Success was based on the
pack's superior scrummaging strength except in the final two games against
Q. E. S. Kirkby Lonsdale and K. E. S. Ly th am , when it was encouraging to
see both backs and forwards fully tested and fo rced to play at their best in
order to win. Perhaps, too, we were fitter than most sides, often coming
through strongly in the final minutes.
The forwards were a useful set. Brooks and, later on, a fast improving
Johnson, jumped well to give us a fair sha re of line-out ball; Purvis was again
outstanding as a safe-tackling loose forward and W. O. C. Wilson and' Uoyd
were usually in the thick of things. Coles showed up well in bursts and also
proved a capable place-kicker. Kerfoot led the pack with success an d
enthusiasm. Pointon, Houst on , Welford, Sut cliffe and Swan alte rnated bet ween
1st and 2nd XV teams and added considerably to th e ex perience and stre ngt h
of our pack whenever they were availab le.
The backs too had a good season. On the wing we co uld chose from
Bates, Birchenall and S. Wilson - three potential match winners . Bates
eventually had to give way to the sheer pace of Wilson whilst Birchenall' s
experience in several I st XV matches suggests that he could be difficult to
stop next season. Fuller and Braithwaite-Exley combined easily at half-back
without quite dominating as much as might have been expected. Fuller had an
outstanding game for the 1st XV against R.G.S. Newcastle and came close to
taking over as the first choice scrum-half. Aldersley, at full back, performed
with promise but lost his place when the hard-tackling S. G. G. Bro wn
returned after injury. In the centre, Langguth, a determined captain, and
Lindop provided a sound balance of experience and attacking flair, seen at
its best against Lytham at the end of the season.
The overall standard was encouragingly high and, to judge from 3rd and
4th XV reports, there seems to be plenty of material for 1974.
Finally, our special thanks to Mr. Ken Woolley for so wiIlingly travelling
to referee for us.

3rd XV
The XV preserved their unb eaten record th roughout the season , though
in three matches the score was un necessa rily close. A total of twenty-five
players represented the side, which was not only use ful in that it gave a number
of people a deserved place on the team, bu t also in that it made the 'old
faithfuls' work in order to kee p their places.
The forwards tended to be smaller than those o f the opposition, although
a player suc h as Pett inger was able to put his size and weight to good use in the
set play. Th e pack gained most of th e possession throughout the season and
Galbraith, at scrum hal f, gave an excellent long service to ensure that the
backs were able to make good use of the ball.
Th e backs were particul arly effective through effort rather than through
skiIl, - on a number of occas ions a back would show himself, though some of
the forwards wo uld give excellent suppo rt; Kerfoot was comm endably
energetic in this respect. The wings had a good season, running try after try.
Rigg proved to be one of the best place kickers th e 3rd XV have had in a
number of years and on two occasions it was his accurate kicking that saved
the day.
The team was good in defe nce as well as in attack. Among the forwards
Brooksbank and Mathews covered particularly well and if anyone did get
through, Anderson, at full back, tackled consisten tly despite a somewhat
unorthodox style.
The 4th XV won their annual fixture with Rossall l0·0 and their new
fixture with Bradford G.S. 44-4. As was the case last year, there was little to
choose between the strength of the 3rd and 4th XV in cer tain quarters
of the teams.
Th e follo wing played for th e 3rd XV :
*M. D. J . Anderson; *J. T. Metca lfe; *T . A. Rigg; *N. A. Bates ;
*N. J. C. Ty ler; *J. H. Aldersley; *1. A. Galbr aith ; *A. P. B. Proffitt ;
*R. P. Hin ton ; *R. H. Pett inger ; *F. J. Tinning; *A. A. Barr ;
*C. S. Kerfoot; *G. P. Brooksba nk; *P. G. Mathews ; *M. J . Mason Jones ;
*8. G. Sedgw ick; *M. R. J . Smalley; *C. J . Walton ; *J . R. Keirby ; *W. 8.
Wilkinson; S. Smith; D. H. W. Mou nt; R. M. Orm ondroyd ; S. D. Berry.
*Awarded 3rd XV Colo urs.

The followi ng played :
J. H. Aldersley; S. G. G. Brown ; N. A. Bates; R . W. D. Birch ena ll;
S. J. Wilson; A. J. Lindop; P. W. Langguth; M. Brait hwaite-Exley ;
J. W. Fuller; R. J . Sutcliffe; R. C. Swan; J . W. Po inton ; W. O. C. Wilson ;
M. E. Uoyd; A. P. B. Pro ffi tt ; A. M. Brook ; N. W. Jo hn son ; J . G. Coles;
N. J. R. Houston; C. S. Kerfoot; C. M. Welford ; M. C. Purvis; G. P. Brooksbank.
Results :
v. Heversham (A). Won 27·6.
v. Oss (H) 3-11. Lost.
v. ewcastle (H) 14-4 . Won.
v. Bradford (A) 31-3. Won.
v. Lancaster (A) 23-9. Won.

Resul ts :
v. Heversham 11-10. Won.
v. Colne and Nelson 24·12. Won.
v. Balshaw G.S. 10·10. Drawn.

v. Lancaster R.G.S. 67·6. Won.
v. Stonyhurst 26·0. Won.
v. RossalI26·12. Won.

COLTS
Once the key positions at scrum half and full back had been filled the
Colts XV settled down to play some attractive and competent rugby . The
backs had pace and strength and whenever the y got good ball they looked very
dangerous. A feature of the season was the fact that twenty-three of the
twenty-four tries were scored by the backs.
The forwards were never quite big or fast enough to dom inate in the
loose play, but they held their own in the set pieces . In spite of these shortcomings they managed to get enough possession in all but one of the matches.
This was at Ampleforth and on th at occasion they were completely outplayed
in very wet and muddy conditions.
In retrospect, the record P7 , W5, L2 was a fair reflection of th e side 's
ability. Skills, tactics and confidence all improved significantly as the season
progressed and , apart from the disappointing defeat at Stonyhurst, it was an
enjoyable and successful season .
The following played:
R. N. Atkinson; G. W. Davison; J . J. Wilby ; D. L. Birchenall ; S . P. T.
Bainbridge; J. A. Stewart; H. R. Sellers ; P. Radcliffe ; J. J. Roge rs; I. W.
Durrans; J. F. MacDougall ; A. R. Gregory ; J. C. Malins-Smith ; J. D. Shaw
(Capt.) ; R. J. Anderson ; D. J. Adams ; J. P. Birtwell ; A. P. G. Rich ards on ;
A. J. Green ; R. A. Mathews.

preparation fo r the game against Lancaster. In this game the team met a very
pow erful pack and some hard-ru nni ng backs. At half-time the score was 10·9,
bu t th e ba cks' ta ckling, ap art from Bates' , was no t strong and so it was clear
that in the secon d hal f, unless the ball cou ld be held in the forwards, the team
wou ld no t be able to hold Lan caster. They failed to do this and went down
heavily , 9·38 . Aft er this poor display by pack and backs, Kitson, who had
played sensibly against Lanc aster o n the wing, was brought into the centre
and Naylor, aft er a spell at full-back, started to give a much more robust
displa y at fly half. The team played several tough games against the Colts A
second team and so we wer e able to meet Rossall and Sto nyhu rst With more
match practice. Th e pack welded into a strong and mobile unit with Horler
and Parke r prominent in th e back row and Lehmann a hard worker in the
second row. The front row were also good workers and Boyle was one of the
few members o f the scrum who co uld catch the ball in the lineout. Calderbank
was extremely hard in the tackl e. Th e hal f back pair of Longfield and Naylor
gradually became more co nfiden t and several goo d break s were made by both.
Pescod had speed on the wing, but there were st ill weaknesses in defence.
Bates played ou tst anding game s again st both Rossall and Sto nyhu rst. These
were the two mos t interesting matches of the season. Th e first was won by a
narr ow mar gin and th e seco nd after some really good running by the backs.
In the Stonyhurst game Bates showed his class both in defence and attack, but
it was a fin e team effo rt as St onyhu rst had a good season. Finally, mention
must be mad e of Naylo r's place kicking. He scored some 40 points from kicks
and was safe an d su re from all angles.
The following played on the team :
S. A. Slater; S. F. Slack ; R. A. J . Kitson; P. J. Bates (capt.); D. W. Pescod;
R. M. Naylor; D. V. Longfield; M. A. Calderbank; J. P. Brooks; J. P. Boyle;
C. S. T. Lehmann; M. A. Bayley ; N. W. Hor!er; C. R. Parker; M. W. Spencer;
H. C. Guest; R. J . Exley; C. W. A. Thornely; J . R. Downs; A. L. Richardson.

Results:
v. Durham (H) 29·6. Won
v. Lan caster R.G.S. (H) 26-3 . Won
v. Ampleforth (A) 0-25 . Lost.
v. St. Bees (A) 22·6. Won
v. Rossall (A) 16·3. Won
v. Stonyhurst (A) 0-16. Lost
v. Bamard Castle (H) 32-0. Won
v. Lime House (H) 34-9. Won

Results :
v. Giggleswick 46·6. Won
v. Barn ard Castle 35 ·7. Won
v. Lancaster R.G.S. 9-38. Lost
v. Rossall 4-9 . Won
v. Ston yhurst 16·8 . Won .

COLTS B

HOUSE MATCH FINAL - EVANS BEAT HART 12-10

This year the Colts B team had three strong players in P. J . Bates (capt.)
R. M. Naylor and C. R. Parker. Each had plen ty to learn but physically the y
were strong and able to make gaps in most defences until they met a very
powerful Lancaster R.G.S. side . It was not surprising, the refore , when the side
easily beat Giggleswick and Bamard Castle , but this was not a very good

Hart Hou se ar rived at the final having met little opposition, with the
notable excep tion of a hard fo ught game against Sedgwick who, after showing
goo d attacking play up fro nt, were depressingly defeated by four penalties to
a try . Lupton and Powell proved mere formalities.
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The Evans House story was a little different. Sch ool Hou se to ok an
unexpected lead of 7-4 , which they held until only ten minutes before the
fianl whistle, when a lack of fit ness brought abo ut their defeat. The final
score, 20-7 , gives an unfair impression of a courageous and spirited struggle.
Winder House proved a young, talented and well-bala nce d team, bu t the
combined skills of Harper and Vaughan gave Evans ano the r victory , 12-6.
The final , played on Buskh olme 2 in conditions perhaps slightly wo rse than
experienced in the preliminary stages of the com petitio n, provided the
numerous spectators with an exciting game of rugger. A late sta rt , owing to
the absence of Tyler, Evans' right wing, did little to deter Vau ghan from
scoring the first try for Evans in the early m inutes. Hart House th en took the
lead with a try by Wilson and two penalty goals. Shortly before half-time a
blind side break by Braithwaite-Exley at fly half and a quick pass to Stewart
on the wing gave Evans their second try, but st ill left them 10-8 down . A closefought struggle took place "in the second half, bu t it "was an initial thrust by
Houston, leaving Braithwait e-Exley with th e touchdo wn, that led Evans to
victory.

having kicked a goal and Hart having scored a try which was converted and
then kicked a goal .
In the second half the dominance of the Evans House pack dwindled, so
Hart had increasingly more possession and the penetration of Elphick and
Bates P. J. enabled this possession to be exploited to the full despite the hard,
sound tackling of Evans. The standard of rugby played in the second half was
far higher than in the first and Hart, who , basically, had a better balanced side,
increased their lead over Evans to 37-3.
The Charlesworth Cup was presented to the winners; this was the first
time that this magnificent trophy has been competed for.

SCHOOL RUNNING 1974
The 1st VIII did well to win five out of seven matches, losing only to the
O.S.s one week after the beginning of term because of a general lack of fitness,
and to Bradford G.S., who , as usual, had a very fit and experienced team. Two
new fixtures were acquired against Lancaster R.G.S. and Westmorland Schools,
though unfortunately two cancellations had to be made with Rossall and
Newcastle due to illness there. D. e. B. Scott, A. W. Goad (in the first half of
the season) and F . J. Tinning ran consistently throughout the term , providing
the basis of Sedbergh's attack with placings generally at , or near, the top of the
field . I. D. Smith and C. K. N. Clerey proved useful in backing these three up,
as also did Keirby , Gibson and Shaw. This season , Sedbergh's strength was
generally to be found in its ability to "pack" groups of runners high up the
field , rath er than bein g dependent on any individual brilliance.
The 2nd VIII won their only match convincingly but despite lack of
competit ion several promising runners made their appearance in training and
should be useful next year.

J UNIORS FINA L - EVANS BEAT SEDGWICK 30-6
Pitch 2 was in good condition for the final and the weather on the day
had no adverse effects on the game. Evans were the clear favourites but
Sedgwick were determined not to let this affect their morale.
The first half showed an even and spirited game with Sedgwick
dominating the scrums. Their loose play, however, was less forceful and the
failure to mark their men created unnecessary problems for the full back . By
the end of the half Evans were leading by two tries and a conversion to a try
and a conversion.
The game moved rapidly in the second half, both sides giving a hard fight ,
which would nevertheless have been unremarkable but for the class show n by
Downey and Wilby, the Evans wingers . Downey accounted for three of th e
four Evans trie s during the second half.
The scor e shows an overwhelming victory for Evans but, as often occu rs,
it does not give an accurate reflection of the game . Sedgwick deserve great
credit for their effort , but Evans undoubtedly gave the game style.

The following represented the 1st VIII:
D. C. B. Scott (Capt.), A. W. Goad , F. J. Tinning, I. D. Smith, C. K. N.
C1erey , J . R. Keirby , N. D. Gibson, D. G. Gifford, J . D. Shaw, P. G. Mathews.

FIVES 1973·74
Winchester Fives

J UNIOR-JUNIORS F INA L - HART BEAT EVANS 37 -3
The final was played on a cold and blustery day . Evans kicked off and
showed an immediate dominance in the pack ; however Hart had more
penetration in the backs. The standard of rugby in the first half was very poor
on both sides. Evans had much possession but were weak at fly half ; Hart had
no possession but defended well. The score at half-time was 9-3 to Hart , Evans
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Th e 1973 season opened wit h very discou raging low scores. This was
partly due to a red uction in scoring dimensions, but the major cause wasn't
tracked down until mu ch later in the season when it was discovered (by the
N.R .A.) that the new Mark VIIZ ammunition was quite unsuitable for target
rifle shooting! Scores picked up considerably at Altcar and Bisley, where
older, mo re reliabl e amm unitio n was available.
At Alt car , in poor conditions whi ch ended wit h a do wnpour, the VIII
did not shoot well, an d th ough placed second, were well behind the winners,
Nottingham H.S. Th e A Cadet Pair of M. T. I. Wright and R. J . Anderson won
the Cade t Shield easily with our B pair coming second. We were second to S1.
Peter's York in th e Marling, b ut our C quartet managed to overwhelm all
opposition (icnluding our supposedly bett er A and B quarters) to win the
Falling Plate s Competition - the first time a team from Sedbergh has won this
trophy.
Inter-schools matches resulted in narrow defeats by Rossall and Darlington
R.e. and an easy win over an inexperienced Stonyhurst team.
At Bisley , we were defending the Public Schools Snapshooting Trophy
which we won for th e first tim e the previous year. The VIII shot well , but this
year could only manage 5th, losing the trophy to Oak ham. R. A. Broadbent
scored a possible in this co mpetition and it needed three further consecutive
tie-shoots to find th e winn er of the ind ividu al trophy. The scores were :P. A. Whittington (Up pingham)
50
48
49
48
R. A. Broadbent (Sedbe rgh)
50
48
49
44
Th ese two fire d 48 consecutive shots each before they could be separated an outstanding achievement by both to withstand the pressure and tension as
well as fati gue and still prod uce suc h good scores. We were unfortunately
disqu alified in the Marling, one unknown (!) competitor.being a little too eager
to put on his sling after the 100 ya rds run. With this disqualification went our
chances in th e Grand Aggregate. Ashbur ton day was a typical hot Bisley day
with heat-haze making things difficult. T he V IIl scored 477 and were placed
17th in th e Ashburton , 25 points behind the winners, Epsom College . The
Cadet Pair of R. J . An de rson and R. E. Davies caused great excitement in the
Sedb ergh camp by leading the field after 200 yards, but difficulty in finding
th e centre of the 500 yar ds ta rget resulted in an eventual, very creditable,
placing of 5th. M. S. Whitfield (64), K. R. Brou ghto n (63) and R . J. Anderson
(6 3) won ' Schoo ls Hund red' badges .
Shootin g Colours were awa rded to A. C. Speirs, M. S. Whitfield and
S. D. Ber ry.
Th e 1974 season opened with the disastrous news that our range on
Crook was once again co ndemned as un safe, and finished with the best Bisley
for very many years. It is hoped that Crook Range can be brought up to the
new M.O.D . sta nda rd for future years, but for this year we had to make do
with weekly visits to Cragbank Range near Lancaster, and occasional outings
to Barn ard Castle. As results proved, the temporary loss of Crook did not

The House competitions were again dominated by Sedgwick, Hart and
Evans.
In Junior Fives the only interesting games were in the first round when
Evans scraped home by 4 points in an extremely hard-fought game against
Sedgwick, both Houses providing some really promising players, and in the
Final (in which Evans beat Hart by 30 points), the most exciting part of which
was a very close game on l st pair.
In Senior Fives Sedgwick beat Evans in the first round by 50 points: the
highlight of this match was the l st pair game which produced some excellent
Fives. In the next round Sedgwick beat Hart by 48 points and again the 1st
pair game provided a quite magnificent display of Fives, although Sedgwick
had a different l st pair.
In the final , a fiasco best forgotten , Sedgwick beat Powell by 108 points.

Rugby Fives
The team was obviously not likely to do as well as the previous year's
unbeaten four, but they played hard , improved considerably and most of
them will be back next year.
First pair were Mount and M.S. Ellis; 2nd pair was made up of varyin g
combinations ofW. B. Wilkinson , N. A. Bates, R. N. Barr and J . J. Ro gers.
Ellis was awarded Fives Colours.
In the Easter holidays four players entered for the Schools Championships
at Whitgift.
The best performance came in the doubles, from Mount and Ellis, who ,
although they lost to the top seeds from Bedford , the eventual winners, in th e
second round , did at least have the distinction of tak ing more points off them
than any other pair in the tournament ; and in the singles, from Barr, who in
his first year in the competition, managed to reach the last eight, a considerable
achievement.
Results:
Junior Fives - Evans.

Results :

SHOOTING (1973 AND 1974)

Senior Fives - Sedgwick.

1st IV

v. O.S.s (trial) 42-41. Lost.

v. White Rose Club lost by 32 points.

v, Barnard Castle 30-50. Won.

v, Rugby Fives Association lost by 18 points.

v. Lancaster R.G .S. 32-52. Won.
v. Q.E.S. Kirkby Lon sdale (at Kendal) 33-71 . Won.
v, Kendal G.S. 33-86 . Won.
v. Brad ford G.S . 56-23 . Lost.
v. Ampl eforth 39-40. Won.

v. Giggleswick (A) won by 36 points.
v. Giggleswick (A) (return match) won by 70 points.
v, Durham won by 101 points.
v, U.C.S. Old boys won by 38 points.
v. Masters lost by 39 points.
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adversely affect scores, but the age and experience of most of the VIII (seven of
last year's VIII returned) must have helped a great deal to produce a steady
reliable team. Selection was never easy, an d compe tition for places was the
keenest for many years.
Once again, scoring dimensions were red uced , so th at th e bull at 200
yards is now a mere 3~ inches. This is be cause the 7.62 rifles and ammunition
are becoming more and more accurate. Unfortunat ely .30 3 rifles and
ammunition grow steadily olde r an d less accurat e with each passing year, so
scores once more took a tumble - 60 now represents a very good score .
However, scoring is all relative, so once shooters learne d t o accep t slightly
lower scores, all was well.
At Altcar, we had one of those days when absolutely everything went
right. The VIII won the major trophy, the C.L. R.A. Challenge Cup , with a
score of 480, and concurrently the nominated first quart et won the Quartets
Cup . We were once again first and second in the Cadet Pairs (P. M. Hill and
A. B. Hill being the winning pair) and the reserve pair won their com pet ition
easily . In the Marling we just managed to beat Rossall by 1 point to take
both the Marling and Aggregate Trophies, and then to crown a glorious day
our B quartet beat our A quartet in an all-Sed be rgh final of the Falling Plat es
competition. We came away from Altcar with six out of a possbile seven
trophies (the Individual Cup being the one that eluded us) to complete easily
our best Altcar ever.
In other matches we beat Rossall and Ampleforth and narrowly lost to
Darlington Rifle Club in awful conditions at Barnard Castle. This fixture wit h
Darlington, started last year has proved a great success. This year they
presented us with a magnificent trophy (a scaled up model of a .303 cartridge
in copper and brass mounted on a wooden plinth) to be awarded each year
to the highest Sedbergh scorer in this match. The first winner was K. R.
Broughton who beat R. E. Davies by the narrowest possible margin.
To end an excellent season , Bisley was our most successful for many years .
This year we once again won the Public Schools Snapshooting T rophy, by the
co mfo rtable margin of 9 points. Scores were :A. C. Speirs
M. T. I. Wright
M. S. Whitfield
A. A. BaIT
R. A. Broadbent
R. L. Campbell-Blair
P. J. Wrigley
R. E. Davies

order (47th) but our good performances in the three major competitions gave
us an overall 3rd place in the Grand Aggregate. Though scores are not
available at the time of writing, R. E. Davies (62), A, C. Speirs ('2), M. S.
Whitfield (6 2) and possibly M. T. I. Wright (61) should get 'Schools Hundred'
badges.
Shooting Colours were awarded to R. L. Campbell-Blair, R. E. Davies,
M. T. I. Wright and P. J. Wrigley, and School Colours for shooting were
awarded to A. A. Barr and R. A. Broadbent.
Though .303 and .22 shooting are vastly different, much of the basis for
this year' s success stems from constant .22 practice, and a lot of the credit
must go to the hours and hours of patient and good-humoured coaching in
the miniature range provided by Lt. T. T. Dickie. He must be very proud of
the magnificent array of silver over-fillingthe rather modest trophy shelf in
the armoury - a fitting reward for his invaluable efforts.
A.F.T.

The 1st XI, 197 4

CRICKET 1974
1st XI
Th e season was unusual in that rain interfered with only one of the 17
fixtures. Thi s was a heavy programme of matches and the XI developed in
confidence and ability as a result. For the past few years the side has been of
abo ve average ability and 1974 was no exception. The batting improved
thr oughout t he season and had plenty of depth. J. J. Rogers proved to be a
player of real class and Mount, Birchenall R. , Roberts, Braithwaite-Exley,
Wilkinson and Brown all mad e over 200 runs at an average of 20 or more each.
Unfortunately, in spite of this batting strength, a disappointing number of
draws were recorded. The main reason for this was the lack of a really
balan ced bowling attack. W. B. Wilkinson in his first season in the side took
45 wicket s. This was a prodigious feat and easily exceeded anything achieved
by any Sedberghian in the last ten years. However, apart from Rogers' leg
spin and Wilkinson 's fast medium the bowling lacked the penetration to bowl
sides out in a season of good batting wickets.
H. D. E. Roberts captained the side with considerable skill and his example
in th e field did much to raise th e standard of the close to the wicket catching.
A depart ment where Braithwaite-Exley, Mount and S. G. Brown were also
pr om inent. Brown indeed as wicket keeper showed easily his best form in this
his third season in the side.
The team gained good wins over St. Peters and Ampleforth, were beaten
by Rossall, Loretto and Pocklington when, on each occasion, the batting
mysteriously collapsed, and drew the remaining nine games.
The success of cricket in the school depends enormously on the enthusiasm

48
47

44
43
40
40
38
38

Unlike two years ago, when we faded rather disappointedly after this
victory , we went on to fmish 13th in the Marling and then a very creditable
sixth in the Ashburton. We were on the leaders board throughout the
Ashburton and with just a little luck towards the end could have improved
our score of 474 to come second. The winners, Clifton, were never in danger
o f losing their lead and ended with 499. The Cadet Pair were well down the
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D. L. Birchenall ; W. B. Wilkinson ; S. A. Daniels; R. A. E. Umbers; J. J. Rogers; J. H. Aldersley;
M. Braithwaite-Exley ; S. G. G. Brown ; H. D. E. Roberts (capt); R. W. D. Birchenall ; D. H. W. Mount.
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Mount
R. Birchenall
Rogers
D. Birchenall

and ability of the members of the I st XI. A great deal of hard and dedi cated
practice took place during the term and with a number of good cricketers
back for next season the pro spects are enco uraging.
o comment on a cricket term is co mplete without a special word of
thanks to lervyn Apps, the Head Groundsman , for his man y hours of extra
work in preparing wickets, to Mr. Melville for his umpiring , Mr. and Mrs.
Whittaker for their orga nisat ion of team meals, Leonard Baichen, the West
Indian cricketer, who helpe d with th e coaching and indeed all the people too
numerous to mention who co ntributed to th e enjoyment of another successful
season.

Rogers
Wilkinson
Mount
Brown
Braithwaite-Exley
R. Birchenall
Roberts

H.S.
84
52 n.o.
74 n.o.
45 n.o.
48
70
64

Wilkinson
Aldersley

M.
50
13

R.
701
155

W.
45
9

20.3
21.2
24 .0
34. 0

Masters 144-6 dec. Sedbergh 145-9 (Ikin 42 ; Brown 23). Won.
Sedbergh 80 (Stewart 23). Stonyhurst 81-4. Lost.
Giggleswick 113-8. Sedbergh 115-7 (Daniels 32, Whitehead 28 ,
Bargh 33 N.D.). Won.
Sedbergh 111-5 (Brwon 35 N.D., Atkinson 27 , Bargh 23 N.D.). Queen
Elizabeth G.S . Blackburn 112-5. Lost.
RossallI23-7. Sedbergh 100-6 (Daniels 55 N.D.). Drawn.
Sedbergh 150 (Brown 26 , Daniels 65). Barrow G.S. 132-8. Drawn.
Sedbergh 106 (Atkinson 26). Durham 50 (Brooksbank 5-19 , Clerey 5-20). Won.
Lancaster R.G .S. 76 (Lings 4-8). Sedbergh 78-5 (Stewart 23). Won.

Ave.
32 .7
30.3
26.8
25.4
2 1.9
20.4
20.0

CAVALIERS 1974
1974 will be remembered for its long , dry summer. With hard wickets and
th e fast outfield more runs have been scored at Sedbergh than for many a year
and cricket has flourished.
Cavaliers had over fifty name s on the playin g list - though many dropped
out as exams drew near - and we managed to honou r all the usual fixtures
with an A, B or C XI , as seemed most suitable.

Bowling Averages

D.
246
51

14
25
18
4

The 3rd XI fixtures against Stonyhurst , Rossall and Bamard Castle , earl y
in the term , were easily won mainly by the accurate and hostile bowling of
Galbraith and Appleyard . Fell, Sutcliffe and Appleyard were the chief run
scorers.
Later in the term , we faced 1st Xl opposition from Ulverston , Heversham
and Kirkby Lonsdale. All three sides had at least one 'class' bowler who
managed to make the Cavalier batting look decidedly fragile. No-one made any
large scores for us and although Galbraith and Appleyard, and , indeed , Gregory
and Budge, all bowled well, yet we lost the final matches. Sadly , the Lime
House game was rained off.

Sedbergh 118-9 dec. Rossall 86 -8. Drawn.
Sedb ergh 106 -8 dec. The Masters 104. Drawn .
Sedb ergh 52. St. Peter's , York 56-6. Lost.
Sedbergh 72 . Barnard Castle 48 -6. Drawn .
Ample for th 124. Sedbergh 107 (at Aysgarth). Lost.
Sedbergh 114-7 dec. Durham 40 . Won .
Lancaster R.G.S . 118. Sedb ergh 73-9. Drawn .

COLTS B 1974
The following played for Cavaliers 1974:
C. J. S. Bargh, P. G. Appleyard , J. R. Smith, P. W. Langguth, B. C. Budge,
R. J. Sutcliffe, 1. A. Galbraith , R. M. Ormondroyd, N. C. P. Cockcroft,
M. J. Dawson, G. W. B. Naylor, J. D. Shaw , M. G. Fell , M. F. Wallace ,
M. C. Fairbrother, R. P. M. Hudson , A. R. Gregory , R. G. Harris , J. C. W.
Nielson , R. J. Dickinson , S. W. J. Huck , T. J. Bulmer , R. M. Greenwood ,
M. F. Bolton , J. W. Wood, C. B. Walker, S. Smith.

The strength of th is side lay in its enterprise, three of the team having
played in the previous year's Colt s B. Huck captained the side well and played
some usefu l inn ings. Several batsmen played good innings during the season ,
particularly th e middle o rde r who saved the side on more than one occasion.
Allinson and Bark er , the opening bowlers , took more than three quarters
of the opposition 's wickets. They were ably supported by the other bowlers
and the fielder s. The major weak ness of the team was the lack of a regular
spin bowler .
Stonyh urst , Giggleswick and Durham were all beaten but in each game
th e Sedb ergh team had to play well to win. In the drawn games both Rossall
and Lancaster were rest ricted by t ight Sedbergh bowling and as a result batted
too long to obtain a defi nite result.
For once all the games were played on hard wickets and this showed that
several memb ers of the team sho uld do well in the future if they practice hard
to improve thei r techniqu es.

Results : Won 3. Lost 3 .
v. Stonyhurst (A) won by 9 wickets.
v. Rossall (H) won by 109 runs.
v. Barnard Castle (H) won by 110 runs.
v. Ulverston (A) lost by 95 runs.
v. Heversham (H) lost by 6 wickets.
v. Q.E .S. Kirkby Lonsdale (H) lost by 89 runs.

Results: Won 4. Lost 2. Drawn 2.

Batting Averages
Runs
426
2 13
322
203
241
286
240

284
531
434
138

The 1974 Xl was a younger side than usual and it provided much
thoroughly enjoyable cricket and contained players who should continue to
improve for several years yet before they finish their school careers.
The only two drawn games both proved interesting at the finish, and the
number of defmite results was higher than in previous seasons.
Brown soon proved to be an able captain, who learnt a good deal as the
term progressed and ended up doing his job with an air of quiet authority
and with some imagination, quite apart from batting very usefully on several
occasions.
Daniels , before being translated to higher things , played two innings of
genuine quality . There were several really good bowling contributions from
Lings, Daniels, Brooksbank and Clerey. The fielding varied a little, as one or
two members of the side were not particularly sound fielders , but there were
many things to admire : admirable stops by Ikin , superb long throws from
Brooksbank, slip and gully catches from D. D. Wilkinson and Brown , sound
wicket-keeping from Stewart.
It all added up to the most interesting 2nd Xl season for several years .

Results:
Stonyhurst 171 (Wilkinson 5-39). Sedbergh 124-7 (Brown 41 n.o.).
The Saints 221 -1 dec. (Clarkson 117 , Shucksmith 89). Sedbergh 115
(Umbers 50, T rueman 8-2 1).
Rossall 108 (Wilkinson 6-33) . Sedbergh 69 ( lIett 7-3 1).
Sedbergh 234-6 dec. (Mount 58 , Rogres 57, Brait hwaite-Exley 44). St. Peter s
134 (Rogers 5-43).
Sedbergh 197-9 dec. ( Brown 45). Ampleforth I II (Rogers 5-35).
M.C.e. 188 -7 dec. (Trueman 46). Sedbergh 115-8 ( Ro berts 39 ).
Sedbergh 190 ( Rogers 84 n.o. , Braithwaite-Exley 48). Dur ham 149 -9 (R.
Birchenall 4-27).
Lancaster R.G.S. 169 (Wilkinson 6-25). Sedbergh 111-3 ( R. Birchen all 70 ).
Sedbergh 147 (Rogers 55). Loretto 148-6.
Sed bergh 133 (Wilkinson 46). Pocklington 137-4.

N.D.
2
5
I
5
2
I
3

29
48
19
7

2nd XI

Th e final team was :
H. D. E. Roberts" , S. G. G. Bro wn*, R. W. D. Birchenall*, D. H. L.
Mount* , M. Braithwaite-Exley*, W. B. Wilkinson *, J. J. Rogers*, J. H.
A1dersley* , D. L. Birchenall*, R. A. Umbe rs, S. A. B. Dan iels.
*1 st XI colours.

Inns.
15
12
13
13
13
15
15

125
193
131
48

Ave.
15.5
18.3
56

COLTS A 1974

The following represented the team :
R. A. Huck (captain), H. M. Allinson, D. R. Amos, P. . H. Barker,
R. W. Comwallis, R. Dearlove, S. A. Hall, N. A. Hurst, I. W. Lauder , C. B.
Lindop, N. A. Malins-Smith , A. R. M. Robertson, A. M. Wright.

Unlike the XIs of the two previous years, this was not a strong side ,
though there were some encouragingly individual performances and
C. W. A. Thomely captained it enthusiastically. There was no batsman able to
dominate the bowling - only one 50 was scored , and too often th e bowl ers
were having to do the batsmen's work. The most encouragingly feature was the
bowling, where M. H. Wilson (32 wickets), D. A. Woodman (18 wick et s) and
C. J. Brockbank all had their days. D. V. Longfield had the makings of a
wicket-keeper, while N. W. Horler and C. R. Parker both showed how valuable
and essential good catching and ground fielding is to any side.

Results: Won 3. Drawn 2.
Sedbergh 149-9 dec. Ston yhu rst 96.
Sedbergh 54-6. Giggleswick 53.
Sedb ergh 62-9. Rossall 76 -9 dec.
Sedbergh 137-8 dec. Dur ham 69.
Sedb ergh 64-6. Lancaster R.G.S. 115 .

Team:
C. W. A. Thornely (Captain), S. A. Slat er , M. H. Wilson, M. J. Wilson,
N. W. Horler, J . M. Thomton , C. J. Brockbank, C. R. Parker , R. A. J. Kitson ,
D. A. Woodman , D. V. Longfield. Also played : M. A. Bayley.

HOUSE MATCH FINAL 1974 - SEDGWICK BEAT HART BY 10 RUNS

Results: Won 3. Lost 2. Drawn 4 .

Th e two st ron gest teams reached the final of House matches. Sedgwick
having beaten Pow ell and Evans, and their opponents Hart having beaten
School , Lupton an d Winder.

Stonyhurst 151. Sedbergh 119-5. Drawn .
Sedbergh 132-4 dec. Giggleswick 82 . Won.
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Winder won the toss and elected to bat on a dry ing green wicket. Th e
openers, Mount (54) and Appleyard (23) got th e team off to a very good start
with a partnership of 56. Bu t with the loss of Brown ju st befor e lu nch (88 )
and Whitehead directly after lunch (91) the batting was open to th e aggression
of W. B. Wilkinson , who impressively destroyed the middle order ba tting.
Much credit must go to Budge and Rich ardson for a stubborn last wicket
partnership of 25 valuable runs, taking th e final scor e to 138.
Hart had the misfortune to lose both of their ope ne rs for very low scores,
which brought Wilkinson and Rogers tog ether. These two set ab out their task
in fine aggressive and textbook style and took the sco re along to 70 . But after
the loss of W. B. Wilkinson after tea Hart went into the dolrums, th e calling
became indecisive, the batting hesitant. The run rate droppe d and they lost
valuable wickets through careless mistakes and were all our for 128 .
Mention must be made of the excitement of the game, and the spirit in
which it was played. Especially with Galb rait h diving un der the sight screen
to save a certain four , the brilliant wicket-keeping of Brow n and th e cheer of
Hart House as Atkinson hooked for 4 in th e clos ing sta ges onl y to find he had
trodden on his stumps.

respectively which was creditable and missed the finals by 3 and 8 seconds
respectively.
Local government reorganisation has resulted in the formation of both
District and County Schools Swimming Associations and Sedbergh has become
affili ated to the South Lakeland District Association. At the District gala at
Windermere on 8th June our swimmers won all the events in the boys under
19 age group and so gained places in the South Lakeland team which competed
in the Cumbria Championship Gala at Penrith on 6th July. There we faced
stiff competition from the Carlisle , Barrow and Copeland Districts, but
nevertheless won the cup for the boys under 19 age group. Since all the
swimmers in this age group were from Sedbergh, the cup will be kept here.
The last event of the season was a triangular match at Barrow between the
Barrow schools, South Lakeland schools and a visiting team of school
swimmers from Flensburg, West Germany. The senior boys team was provided
by Sedbergh and Heversham Grammar School and the juniors by the Kendal
Swimming Club. Several of Sedbergh's best swimmers were unable to compete
so late in the term and , perhaps as a result , South Lakeland took third place.
Nevertheless it was a worthwhile event and in the face of strong competition
Coates recorded his best time for the 100 yds. freestyle.
Swimming within the school suffered a number of set-backs. The fuel
crisis closed the bath for most of the Lent term and the water shortage did the
same for the last three weeks of the summer term. As a result the swimming
spo rts co uld not be held and the life-saving examinations were postponed
until the autumn. The house water-polo competition was however held in
March and was won again by Evans House . F. K. Wilkinson (Evans) has very
generously presented a cup for this event and it was fitting that his House
sho uld be the first winners of the trophy.

PANTERS FI AL - HART BEAT SCHOOL HOUSE BY 5 WICKETS
The game was played under pleasant conditions; clo udy bu t fairly warm .
School House batted first and, after a 1st wicke t part ne rship of 24, (Slate r 17)
the side was all out for 65 , despatched in 1 hour 44 minutes. Horler took 2
wickets for 25 ; P. J . West 2 for 17; Wilson 3 for 12 and Coulthard 3 for 12.
Top scorer was Tweedale who made 22 in a fine 6th wicket partne rship with
R. J . Durrans.
Hart lost their first three wickets quite quickly for 17 runs and the
situation was not looking very good for them when Coulthard went in to bat
through the 4th, 5th and 6th wickets to score 49, thereby winning Hart Hou se
the cup.

Results:
v. O.S.s: Seni ors wo n 45·67.
v, Queen Elizabeth G.S. , Blackburn: Seniors won 49-27 ; Juniors won 52 ·24.
v. Barrow A.S.C.: Seniors lost 33·66; Juniors lost 3444.
v. Newc astle R.G.S.: Seniors won 41-35. Juniors lost 26 *49*.
v. Am pleforth : Seniors won 44-43 ; Juniors lost 24-52 .
v. Brad fo rd G.S .: Seniors lost 33-65.
v. Lancaster R.G.S .: Seniors won 54-34; Juniors won 4443.
v. Durham : Sen iors won 4 2·56 ; Juniors lost 47·29.
v. St on yhurst : Cance lled.
v. Heversham G.S.: Seniors won 33-47. Juniors won 30.5-46* .

S\ IM 11 G
1973 /74 was a very successful season for the swim mers and, as the table
of results shows, under the captaincy of M. D. J. Anderson and the coaching
of Mr. Winn man y old rivals were defeated.
In addition there were a number of new fixtures and events . Two winter
matches served to keep interest alive and provided a foc us for tra ini ng. Th en
there was the excitement of a visit to London to compete for the first time
in the Bath Cup and Otter Medley Relays. There the competition was very
keen (at least one international was swimming) and, altho ugh we d id not
reach either final , we returned the 15th fastest time out of 38 and 40 entries

TENNIS 1974
Althou gh only one of last year's team , Ellis, returned , the six again had a
very succe ssful season. Of the nine completed matches they won five, drew
three and lost one. Thi s year the team was automatically made up of the first
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Results :

three pairs on the ladder. For most of the season it was; first pair - Ellis and
Swan , second pair - Sedgwick and Moon and third pair - Barr and Edwards.
Ellis captained the team. He and Swan had their ups and downs but on their
day they were a very good pair . Sedgwick and Moon improved wonderfully
during the season and they now play aggressive all-court tennis. Barr and
Edwards are a very sound pair and they never turn in a bad game. All of these
six players had tennis colours by the end of the season. Holme and Walton
played for the six on several occasions. They are quite a promising pair and
they were little below the others.
The second six completed six matches. Of these they won three, lost two
and drew one. Harper captained the team and he played with Green on the
second pair. Holme and Walton were usually first pair and Brook and Dodd
third pair. Cooper-Smith and Naylor also played for the team at times. Mr.
Vigar ran the second six this year. We are grateful to him and to Mr. Dowse
for taking the team on their successful overnight trip to Fettes.
We have become more involved with local tennis this year. Sedgwick was
in the Westmorland Junior County Squad and he played several games for them
at the Inter-County North Regional Competition at Hull. The first six played a
fixture with the Westmorland Junior County Team and the seconds had
fixtures with Heversham G.S. and Lancaster R .G.S. A Cumbrian Schools
L.T.A. was established this year and they organised a schools' doubles
tournament at Workington. As we are now in Cumbria we entered Sedgwick
and Moon in the senior event and Green and Naylor in the junior even t. We are
delighted to report that they both won their divisions and were dul y presented
with medallions.
We were fortunate this year in securing the services of Ian Twis t , a co ach
from Morecambe . He worked with a squad composed mainl y of th e first and
second sixes and he was most successful in gaining their interest and lifting
their play. Miss Crossley continued to work with th e juniors this year. We did
not get as much work done as we had hoped because of clashes with other
school activities on several of her afternoons.

First Six
Drew with Westmorla nd J unior County Team 4~-4~
Lost to Stonyhurst 2-6.
Defeated Masters 6~-2~ .
Defeated Rossall 6*-2~ .
v. East Lancs. Unfinishe d wit h E. Lanes lead ing by 4·1.
Defea ted Am pleforth 5~·3*.
Defeated Fe ttes 6 ~·2 ~
Drew with O.S. 4 ~4 ~ .
Drew with Craven L.T.C. 4 *-4 ~ .
Defeated Leeds Grammar 6-3.
Second Six
Drew with Giggleswick 4~-4~.
Lost to Stonyhurst 3~·5~.
Lost to Masters 2 ~- 6~.
Defeat ed Lancast er R.G.S . 7~- 1~.
v. Sedb ergh L.T.C. Unfinished at 3~·3~ .
Defeated Heversham G.S. 5-4.
Defeat ed Fettes 6~-2~.

ATHLETICS 1974
Th e grow ing enthusiasm fo r thi s activity has produced this year a confident
and high spiri te d team . Wit h mo re regular practice, tale nt in the field events
is becoming ap parent, and th is has helped our score in matches. The junior
team was stron g this year, and were able to beat Densto ne and Rossall in the
triangular fixture. Bain bridge and Wilby in particular reached a high level of
achi evement in their hur dling and other events. Colours were awarded to
P.C.R . Hill, S. P. T . Bainbridge and J . J . Wilby .
Th e gene ral raising of standards has been helped by regular practice in the
inter-ho use Athletics Leagues insti tuted 4 yea rs ago . This year's competition
was close ly fo ugh t , Powell emergi ng as even tual winners. Several sports
reco rds we re br oken dur ing th e competition; particularly remarkable were a
hu rdlin g run bet ween Bainb ridge and Wilby in which both recorded 14.6 s.,
and a 22 .8 s. 200 m . by Harper.
The end of te rm spo rts were wo n by Sedgwick, with Evans House second.

We were again invited to Harrogate College at the end of th e term. Much
to our regret we were unable to find a clear date and we could not accept th e
invitation. We hope to arrange things better next season.
The Alban Cup again provided some excellent tennis. Hart event ually won
from Sedgwick in a very close final. There were some splendid singles mat ches
this year - Ellis's defeat of Swan in the semi-final and his loss to Holm e in th e
final were both memorable contests.
Most of our tennis continues to be played on our three hard courts and on
the town courts which we again hired. Buskholme grass cou rts wer e in use for
most of the season and we were pleased to be able to use the Station Rd. grass
courts again this year, even if for a limited period. The new Head Gr oundsman
is quite a keen tennis player and we have appreciated his interest in the co urts
and in tennis generally. With th e growing interest in tennis we will sooner or
later have to provide some mor e all weather courts. Mr. Harman continu es to
do valuable work coaching juniors, and seniors not in th e squad , and Mr.
Hemingway also has been helpful. We are grateful for th eir int erest.

Results :
v. Rossall an d Denst on e Sen ior : Rossall 122 , Densto ne 82, Sedbergh 74.
Junior : Sedb ergh llO, Denston e 86, Rossall 79 .
v. Ampl eforth Sen ior : Ampl eforth 80 , Sedb ergh 57.
Junior: Ampl efort h 74, Sedb ergh 63.
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practise with ot her clubs, learn new techniques. It is to be hoped t hat they
may be able to do this before too long as it can achieve nothing but good.

v, Durham :
Sen ior : Sedbergh 87 , Durham 22 .
Junior : Sedbergh 82 , Durham 38.

J
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Judo has been among the minority sports for two years , during which time
quite a large number of boys have tried it. We are fortunate in having a very
good mat , though there are times when we feel that a larger area would be
welcome , especially when there is a good turnout. During the last four terms
we have had one visit from Mr. G. R. Gleeson, the British Judo Association
ational Coach ; one from Mr. L. Stables, the B. J. A. North-West Area Coach,
who carried out a senior and junior grading examination on 1st October last
year , and two from Mr. P. Holme , Kendal Judo Club Coach, who showed us
four training films produced by the BJ.A. on his first visit and gave some
useful and much appreciated instruction on both.
At the grading examination carried out by Mr. Stables last October the
following grades were attained :
Junior

B. M. Bannister
T. J . Bulmer
S. D. J . Hall
M. S. Holman
M. I. Robinson
A. P. Dale
J . M. Whitaker
M. W. Wrigley

I

4th Mon

!

Senior
D. C. Crossman
R. F. Dale
P. J. Wrigley
D. J. Collier

!

9th Kyu (yellow)
8th Kyu (orange)

6th Mon

On 2nd June 1974 , D. J . Collier went to a B.J.A. North-West area
promotional examination, held at Stretford Sports Centre, where he was
promoted to 6th Kyu (green) after winning three fights out of three, a
commendable achievement.
It is difficult at the moment to see where we are going and what the future
is for this sport in the school. Because judo is a low priority sport in our set-up
a number of boys who look like promising judo-players are not able to get
the necessary opportunity for instruction and practice, and this is a sport
which requires a good deal of regular practice if one is to make anything of it
at all. Some boys have become discouraged because, after missing a few
instruction sessions, they find that they are behind ; others feel that they are
making no progress after having been thrown around more than they would
like ; others merely become fed up with fighting the same people all the time.
After two years , a certain amount of instruction, a good deal of practice,
two Open Day demonstrations and a number of minor injuries, the keener
boys feel that they are ready to spread their wings (stretch their belts?) a little,
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